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solutions for each case. For the Sub-Committee to be able to assume its responsibilities and
make proposals it would require particulars of the attitude adopted by the United States
of America.

The Sub-Committee decided to instruct the Secretariat to obtain full particulars on this point.

Various Observations.

The CHAIRMAN drew the Sub-Committee's attention to the question of the withdrawal
of bank credits and the use of credits already opened.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) considered that advances granted for a specified period
could not be withdrawn before the expiry of that period. Credits granted in the form of bank
overdrafts were, in theory, liable to be withdrawn at any time, but, in practice, they remained
available indefinitely.

Mr. Hawtrey considered that it would be difficult to lay down detailed rules for the
application of the Committee's decision in this respect. They would have to be settled by
the laws of each country, regard being had to banking practice, which differed from country
to country.

The CHAIRMAN concluded that credits opened under existing contracts could not be
employed over and above the amounts already drawn.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) concurred.

M. COULONDRE (France) also concurred and stressed that this was the only point which
appeared to have any practical importance, as it was scarcely likely that any new credits would
be granted to Italy.

The CHAIRMAN asked whether any rules should be laid down with regard to Italian securities
quoted on foreign stock exchanges. For his own part, he did not think it necessary to raise this
question.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) shared the opinion expressed by the Chairman. He referred
to the points which had been left on one side by the Economic and Financial Sub-Committee,
in July.

M. COULONDRE (France) also agreed with the Chairman. Moreover, he thought it unnec-
cessary to deal with the question of remittances to Italy by Italians resident in other countries.

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the problem of risks covered by insurance companies
in respect of goods the sale of which to Italy was to be prohibited and in respect of vessels
transporting such goods. Was it to be decided that such risks should no longer be covered by
insurance companies ?

Mr. ANDREWS (Union of South Africa) drew attention to the case of subsidies paid by the
South African Government to certain Italian shipping companies.

M. RUEFF (France) drew attention to the phrase" acting as an intermediary " in Points (c)
and (e). The use of this expression raised the whole question of the real identity of the borrower.

M. COULONDRE (France) mentioned the specific case of subsidiaries and branches of Italian
banks in foreign countries.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) explained that the question of subsidiaries and branches
of Italian banks would be solved by the application of the residence principle. Such subsidiaries
and branches would be required to comply with the rules enacted in the country in which they
were established and could not, therefore, make available any of the credits the granting of
which to Italy was to be prohibited. At most, they would require to be kept under stricter
supervision.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) proposed that it should be clearly laid down that public issues
and the opening of credits for the benefit of the Italian State or persons residing in Italy should
be prohibited, whether effected directly or through the agency of intermediaries of whatever
nationality.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) had no objection to M. Titulesco's proposal on the
understanding that the exact wording of the text would be examined later.

3. Appointment of a Drafting Committee.

The Sub-Committee decided to set up a Drafting Committee, consisting of i4. Maximos, AM.
Titulesco, Mr. Hawtrey and M. Coulondre, to draft the text of the proposals for submission to the
Committee of Eighteen.
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SECOND MEETING.

Held on Sunday, October 13th, 1935, at 5.30 p.m.

Chairman: M. MAXIMOS (Greece).

4. Examination of the Draft Proposals with a View to the Application of Financial Sanctions
Text proposed by the Drafting Committee.

The Sub-Committee examined the following text drawn up by the Drafting Committee
appointed on the previous day:

" With a view to facilitating for the Governments of the Members of the League of
Nations the execution of their obligations under Article 16 of the Covenant, the following
measures should be taken forthwith:

" The Governments of the Members of the League of Nations will prohibit forthwith:

(1) All loans to or for the Italian Government and all subscriptions to loans
issued in Italy or elsewhere for the Italian Government;

" (2) Banking or other credits to or for the Italian Government and any further
execution of contracts to lend to the Italian Government;

"(3) All loans to or for Italian public authorities or any person or corporation
in Italian territory and all subscriptions to such loans issued in Italy or elsewhere;

" (4) All issues of shares or other capital flotations to or for any person or
corporation in Italian territory and all subscriptions to such issues of shares or capital
flotations in Italy or elsewhere

" (5) All banking or other credits to or for any person or corporation in Italian
territory and anay further execution of any existing contracts to lend to such persons
or corporations;

" (6) The issue of any balance of a loan or of shares or capital flotations under
any contract the execution of which has not been completed;

" (7) The Governments will prohibit the above-mentioned transactions, whether
effected directly or through intermediaries of whatsoever nationality."

M. TITULESCO (RIoumania) felt somewhat doubtful as to the precise scope of Point (2) as
drawn up by the Drafting Committee. It seemed to him that that text did not exclude the
Italian Government's right to utilise credits in current accont t placed at its disposal in virtue
of previous contracts. Personally, he had no objection to the non-exclusion of that right if
the countries directly concerned - namely, the United Kingdom and France - agreed to that
interpretation. If, however, it was the intention of those countries to exclude all utilisation of
the available balances of credits in current account resulting from previous contracts, the text
should be made more explicit.

The CHAIRMAN said that his country was not interested in that question and would fall in
with the view adopted by the United Kingdom and France. He thought, however, that the
proposed text was sufficiently explicit, since the continuation of the execution of loan contracts
already concluded was prohibited.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) thought that the proposed text was sufficiently explicit.
Any possibility of using credits in current account over and above the sums already disposed
of was, in fact, excluded. However, he would not object to a new formula if it were considered
to be more explicit.

After an exchange of views, the Sub-Committee adopted the following text, proposed by
M. Rueff :

"All banking or other credits to or for the Italian Government and any further
execution by advance, overdraft or otherwise of existing contracts to lend directly or
indirectly to the Italian Government."

The Sub-Committee also decided to employ a similar formula for Point (5) concerning banking
or other credits for the benefit of Italian public authorities or persons or corporations in Italian
territory.
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The CHAIRMAN noted that the Sub-Committee was of opinion that there was no need to
prohibit the utilisation of sums standing to the credit in current account of the Italian Govern-
ment or persons residing in Italy, whether those credits resulted from the payment into a bank
of the proceeds of a loan or from other remittances of funds.

After an exchange of views, the Sub-Committee decided that there was no need to make special
provision for the issue of new blocks of bonds or shares in virtue of previous contracts as that point
was covered by the general prohibition of any issue. It accordingly decided to delete Point (6) of the
proposal submitted by the Drafting Committee.

The Sub-Committee approved the final text of its proposals, 1 adding to it the invitation to
Governments to state what measures they had taken. That invitation was drawn up in the same
form as had been adopted in the case of Proposal I relating to the arms embargo.2

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) said that a large number of points of detail had been
raised during the discussion on the previous day. In view of the complexity of the problems to
which they related, the Drafting Committee had not considered it necessary to include them
in its proposal. Each Government should take points into consideration when framing the
legal provisions to be adopted for the application of the measures advocated. If necessary,
Governments would, of course, ask the League's experts for their opinion.

1 See page 16.
2 See page 14.
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SUB-COMMITTEE ON THE ORGANISATION OF MUTUAL SUPPORT.

LIST OF MEMBERS.

Union of South Africa : Mr. H. T. ANDREWS;
Mr. W. C. NAUDE.

United Kingdom : Mr. J. J. WILLS;
Mr. R. G. HAWTREY.

France: M. R. COULONDRE;
M. E. LECUYER.

Greece: His Excellency M. D. MAXIMOS;
His Excellency M. P. PIPINELIS.

Poland: M. WSZELAKI.

Roumania : His Excellency M. N. TITULESCO;
His Excellency M. N. ANTONIADE.

Spain : M. R. CANTOS Y SAIZ DE CARLOS.

Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics M. B. ROSENBLOUM.

Yugoslavia : Dr. J. SOUBBOTITCH;
Dr. S. PREDITCH.

FIRST MEETING.

Held on Tuesday, October 15th, 1935, at 10.30 a.m.

1. Election of the Chairman.

M. CANTOS Y SAIZ DE CARLOS (Spain) was elected Chairman.

2. Possible Bases for Proposals with a View to the Organisation of Mutual Support: General
Discussion.

The CHAIRMAN first noted that the Committee was not for the moment in possession of
the necessary data regarding the nature and extent of the sacrifices which the different countries
would be called upon to make. These data would only be available when the Sub-Committee
on Economic Measures had taken a decision on the subject.

In deciding on its method of work, the Sub-Committee should bear this fact in mind. He
thought it might first define the manner in which the mutual support mentioned in Article 16
of the Covenant might be given.

As delegate of Spain, he conceived mutual support in two different forms :
First, the absorption, by the countries participating in the sanctions, of goods which could

no longer be exported to Italy owing to the application of those sanctions. Naturally, the
losses suffered by one country owing to the decrease or total interruption of its exports to Italy
could not be compensated integrally. Each country was prepared to make a sacrifice in the
general interests of peace.

Secondly, mutual support might be regarded in the light of a more liberal commercial
policy tending to augment the general volume of trade between countries participating in the
sanctions. Such an increase would substantially lessen the sacrifices resulting from the discon-
tinuance of exports to Italy.
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In order to explain this latter point of view, the Chairman quoted the example of Spain,
50% of whose foreign trade was with two important countries. The commercial relations of
Spain with those two countries had not been consolidated. If Spain did not succeed in concluding
a final agreement with them, her sacrifices resulting from the suspension of her trade with Italy
would become heavier owing to the decrease of the total volume of her foreign trade.

Finally, he thought it desirable to draw attention to the distinction which should be drawn
between the various branches of production in order that the support granted to the various
countries taking part in the sanctions should be graduated in accordance with the degree of
flexibility of each branch of production. It should be noted that, whereas an industrial country
possessing considerable financial resources could, at a pinch, suspend the production of some
of its industries, such a policy could not be pursued so easily by agricultural countries, whose
production could not suddenly be stopped.

M. MAXIMOS (Greece) noted, first, that the Sub-Committee was still unaware whether the
measures to be decided upon by the Sub-Committee on Economic Measures would include the
total prohibition of Italian exports to States Members of the League of Nations or a prohibition
to export to Italy certain raw materials required for the manufacture of war supplies. Whatever
decision was reached on this subject, the result would obviously be a decrease in the exports
of Members of the League of Nations to Italy.

The support to be given to countries incurring a heavy loss on this account should take
the form of the absorption by other countries of the goods which could no longer be exported
to Italy.

Taking Greece as an example, he noted that the goods which that country imported from
Italy could easily be obtained elsewhere. That would create certain possibilities for sending
to the countries participating in the sanctions products which Greece at present sold to Italy,
such as tobacco, grapes and raisins, oil, etc.

M. Maximos thought that, by examining, for each country separately, the various
possibilities of disposing of the products which each at present sold to Italy, some practical
solutions might be reached. For this purpose it would be necessary to ascertain exactly, for
each country, the details of its trade with Italy. It would therefore be useful, before reaching
conclusions, to ask the Secretariat to provide the Sub-Committee with all the data in its
possession on this subject.

M. COULONDRE (France) recalling that, in the past, France had always been in favour of
the principle of mutual support mentioned in Article 16 of the Covenant, merely wished to
observe that there evidently could be no question of affording integral compensation for the
sacrifices made by each of the countries participating in collective sanctions. Each Member
of the League of Nations must necessarily first consider whether it was already obtaining
some compensation for its sacrifices in the strengthening of the mutual and collective
organisation of security.

As regarded the method to be followed - although he had no really definite view on the
subject - M. Coulondre thought that the Sub-Committee might reasonably, and without
waiting for the outcome of the discussions of the Sub-Committee on Economic Measures,
commence its work on the hypothesis of a complete stoppage of exports from Italy to other
countries, with the inevitable consequence that there would be, if not a complete stoppage,
at least a considerable diminution of exports to Italy from countries applying the sanctions.
On the basis of this hypothesis, it would be advisable to consider the extent to which it might
be possible to attenuate the sacrifices involved for each country by the application of economic
sanctions, and, in this connection, M. Coulondre supported M. Maximos' request for statistical
information.

Mr. LOVEDAY (Secretariat) said that the Secretariat had foreseen this request of the Sub-
Committee and had prepared statistics showing, as far as possible, for each country and for
each group of commodities, the details of exports to and imports from Italy. He asked the
Sub-Committee to note, however, that it was not possible to indicate an exact allocation of
countries for each category of goods, and that, furthermore, the most recent full information
published concerning Italy's foreign trade was for 1933.

M. COULONDRE (France) expressed the hope that, so far as possible, date would be obtained
relating to 1934. He believed that the composition of Italy's foreign trade had undergone
considerable modification in that year.

Mr. ANDREWS (Union of South Africa), though recognising the utility of obtaining data for
1934, thought that the Sub-Committee might commence its work by taking the 1933 figures as
a basis.

The Sub-Committee decided to ask the Secretariat to supply it with all the statistical information
in its possession concerning Italy's trade with the various Members of the League of Nations. It
also decided to request the various delegations to supply the most recent data their countries possessed
concerning their trade with Italy.
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SECOND MEETING.

Held on Wednesday, October 16th, 1935, at 3.30 p.m.

Chairman : M. CANTOS Y SAIZ DE CARLOS (Spain).

3. Statistical Data supplied by the Secretariat.

Mr. LOVEDAY (Secretariat) gave explanations concerning the statistical data prepared by
the Secretariat for the use of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) observed that the statistical data supplied by the Secretariat
did not include the figures for Italian trade with the United Kingdom.

Mr. LOVEDAY (Secretariat) explained that the Secretariat had selected those countries
whose trade with Italy represented a considerable proportion of their total foreign trade. If
it were decided to adopt the further criterion of the absolute volume of trade with Italy, that
would, of course, be possible, but would necessitate some time to prepare.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) replied that the argument based on the importance of trade
with Italy in relation to the total volume of a country's foreign trade was not pertinent to the
question with which the Sub-Committee was dealing. It was by no means a matter of indifference
to the United Kingdom that there should be an increase in its unemployment figures.

The CHAIRMAN noted that, according to Mr. Loveday's explanation, the preparation of
the statistical data requested by Mr. Eden was simply a matter of time. He urged that the
data already supplied should be supplemented as soon as possible.

4. Possible Bases for Proposals with a View to the Organisation of Mutual Support: General
Discussion (continuation).

The CHAIRMAN observed that, at its previous meeting, the Sub-Committee had considered
the extreme case of a complete stoppage of exports from countries Members of the League to
Italy. A further factor had now been introduced by the United Kingdom proposal for the
total prohibition of imports from Italy.

Although there was a considerable difference between those two proposals, it was obvious
that, in the long run, the stoppage of imports from Italy would involve a progressive falling
off in exports to Italy. The two processes would not necessarily coincide ; the sudden stoppage
of imports from Italy would not involve a vertical drop in exports. It might, indeed, be in
Italy's interest for a time to continue to import certain commodities from countries whose
markets had been closed to her. In the long run, however, exports from those countries to
Italy would decline at a more or less rapid rate.

Noting that the delegations represented were hesitating to make known their attitude
towards the problems awaiting discussion, he proposed to submit certain observations
concerning those problems and to make suggestions as to how the most practical solutions
might be sought. He must make it plain, however, that they would not be in the nature of
concrete proposals.

The Sub-Committee might first consider the problems arising, in connection with sanctions,
from the application of the most-favoured-nation clause. It was very difficult, in the first
place, for a country bound by treaties stipulating the most-favoured-nation clause to accord
certain benefits to one country without extending them to others. Again, if a country which
had concluded a treaty whereby it obtained certain specific conditions happened to have
improved its situation in virtue of the inclusion of the most-favoured-nation clause in a later
treaty concluded by that other country with Italy, how would it be possible to settle the
difficulty resulting from the fact that the benefits granted to Italy and extended to the first-
named country under the most-favoured-nation clause had ceased to exist owing to the
breaking-off of trade relations with Italy ?

Some means, no doubt, existed of solving problems of that kind; they called, none the
less, for very careful consideration by the Sub-Committee.

Going on to consider the way in which mutual assistance might be organised, he desired
-- while fully aware of the many difficulties attendant upon the framing of a detailed plan
- to suggest a number of general measures calculated to make good, to some extent, the loss
sustained by countries whose export trade would be most badly hit.

The first measure that presented itself was a general speeding up of trade, with the object
of reducing the percentage represented by the aforesaid loss in relation to the total volume
of foreign trade of the several countries applying the sanctions.

Secondly, it was possible to contemplate the immediate substitution for Italian imports,
in the countries participating in the sanctions, of goods from countries which would suffer
most from the application of the sanctions.
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Lastly, the Sub-Committee might consider the various possibilities of disposing of commo-
dities affected by the loss of Italian markets.

Further, it might perhaps contemplate the setting up of a Permanent Committee to which
each Government could indicate, on the one hand, the probable effects of the stoppage of Italian
imports on its exports to Italy, stating the order in importance of each commodity and the
actual shrinkage in such exports.

On the basis of that information, the Permanent Committee in question would study the
possibilities of disposing of unsold goods. New markets for such commodities might he sought:

(1) In countries requiring those products;
(2) In countries which could easily absorb larger quantities of the products in question

by seeking to increase the means of consumption;
(3) In the countries which imported similar goods from countries not participating

in sanctions and which were able to substitute for these goods those of participating States;
(4) In countries which had suffered very little from the application of sanctions

and which were under a moral obligation to help those which had been called upon to
make the greatest sacrifices.

With the help of the results of the Permanent Committee's studies, States would be able
to conclude bilateral agreements with countries capable of providing new outlets.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) was grateful to the Chairman for having been the first to sketch
out a system for the application of Article 16, paragraph 3, of the Covenant. He thought,
however, that the Committee of Mutual Support which it was proposed to set up would become
a sort of office for the registration of the grievances of the States concerned. The time would
be spent in correspondence between the Governments and the Committee until it was discovered
that the conclusion of a bilateral agreement with the country designated by the latter was
not possible.

In order to leave himself free to express his opinion quite frankly, M. Titulesco wished
to say, first of all, that Roumania would vote for the United Kingdom proposal whatever
opinion the Sub-Committee might eventually express. Those who imagined that Roumania
wished to drive a bargain in this question of mutual support were mistaken. Roumania
would vote for sanctions without asking for any guarantee, placing the fullest reliance on
the comprehension of the United Kingdom Government and of all the other Members of the
League of Nations.

The purpose of Article 16, paragraph 3, was by no means to compensate certain Members
of the League of Nations for the loss suffered owing to the application of sanctions. Roumania's
idea was not to evade the sacrifices resulting therefrom. Roumania intended to accept those
sacrifices like all the other Members of the League of Nations.

On the other hand, Article 16, paragraph 3, entitled Roumania - once sanctions had
been voted and not before - to demand that there should be equality, relatively speaking,
in the losses suffered by each country.

M. Titulesco considered that this equality could be secured in one way only - by the
obligation to buy in countries which suffered particularly serious losses rather than in countries
which did not participate in sanctions.

What Roumania feared was not loss but injustice.
Accordingly, M. Titulesco wished to substitute a fixed system for the system of

recommendations and registration of grievances. After the voting of sanctions, he would ask
for the establishment of a legal obligation - and not only a moral one - for the members
of the international community to buy, in the countries which had suffered losses, sufficient
quantities of goods to ensure that those losses should not be greater than those of other
countries.

M. Titulesco quoted recent figures of Roumania's trade with Italy to demonstrate the
importance of this trade in relation to Roumania's total foreign trade. After stating that,
in 1934, Roumania had sold to Italy goods to the value of over £2 million sterling, and that
in the first eight months of 1935 trade with Italy had almost doubled - the active balance
for these eight months being nearly £2 million sterling - he laid stress on the substantial
loss which the interruption of this trade would represent for a country whose budget amounted
to only 18 milliards of lei for a population of 18 million inhabitants.

M. Titulesco saw no other way of solving the problem of the application of Article 16,
paragraph 3, than to lay down, after the voting of sanctions, the obligation for Members of
the League of Nations to buy from Roumania as far as possible the oil, timber, live-stock
and cereals which that country at present sold to Italy. A recommendation or a moral
obligation was not enough. What was needed was a legal obligation.

In making -this request, Roumania was not asking either a favour or financial assistance.
All that she wanted was to deliver goods in return for money or other goods. Moreover, it
was logical that priority should be given to countries participating in sanctions.

M. Titulesco concluded by repeating that any other solution would make it impossible
to apply Article 16, paragraph 3. This did not mean that the Roumanian Government would
not apply sanctions until a guarantee had been given to it in this respect. But, in the long
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run, the Government could not resist the pressure of events operating against its will. The
support for which it asked was necessary to enable it to stand up against circumstances which
ran counter to the execution of its obligations.

M. MAXIMOS (Greece), while admitting that his proposal might be considered a rash one,
suggested the creation of a mutual-aid fund which would be constituted by an additional
duty of 1 % or 2 % on all the imports of countries participating in sanctions. This would
make it possible to assist the countries whose exports were most severely affected, by organising
the purchase of certain products.

M. Maximos was aware how difficult it would be to put such a proposal into effect. He
did not think, however, that countries which, like Greece, at present exported to Italy certain
products, such as tobacco, currants, etc., the consumption of which was very restricted, could
for long dispense with the sale of these products while continuing to buy in other countries
the manufactured articles now sold to those countries by Italy. Such a situation, if it lasted,
would compromise their balance of payments and use up the metallic reserve serving as cover
for their monetary circulation.

The constitution of a mutual-support fund would enable these countries to hold out
during the critical period, if not to make good the losses suffered.

M. SOUBBOTITCH (Yugoslavia) recalled that his Government's attitude towards sanctions
had been explained at the Assembly by the representatives of the Little Entente and the
Balkan Entente. The Yugoslav Government was conscious of its obligations under the
Covenant and was ready to carry them out.

As regards the question of mutual support, the Yugoslav delegate entirely agreed with
what had just been said by M. Titulesco with regard to the compulsory character of this
support. The system outlined by the Chairman hardly answered to the Yugoslav Government's
legitimate hopes. Yugoslavia was one of the countries most concerned, if not the country
most closely concerned of all, in the question of mutual support. Her trade with Italy
represented 20 % of her total foreign trade.

The Yugoslav Government was therefore of opinion that the problem should be attacked
by the most direct and effective methods.

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Sub-Committee was faced with two widely different
proposals - that of M. Titulesco and that of M. Maximos.

As regarded M. Titulesco's proposal, it seemed to be based on the same idea as the Chair-
man's own suggestions, except that it aimed at giving a legal character to the obligations
to be assumed, whereas the Chairman had only considered obligations of a moral character.
M. Titulesco would no doubt indicate in what manner these obligations could be given a
legal character. Personally, the Chairman could not, for the moment, see how it could be
done.

The Chairman concluded by requesting his colleagues to think over these two proposals
and submit their observations at the next meeting.

THIRD MEETING.

Held on Thursday, October 17th, 1935, at 3.30 p.m.

Chairman: M. CANTOS Y SAIZ DE CARLOS (Spain).

5. Possible Bases for Proposals with a View to the Orqanisation of Mutual Support: General
Discussion (continuation).

The CHAIRMAN recapitulated the suggestions made at the previous meeting. Those
suggestions, he said, might help to find a way of providing the mutual support contemplated
by Article 16. They did not, for the moment, offer any specific indications regarding the
system that was to be set up. He asked the members of the Sub-Committee to express their
views on these various questions and to make definite proposals.

M. COULONDRE (France) thought that the framework outlined by the Chairman on the
previous day was the only one within which an attempt could usefully be made to establish
a concrete system.

M. Titulesco had quite rightly pointed out that the Sub-Committee must not confine
itself to a study of statistics and to a system whereby the countries participating in sanctions
could be informed of the possibilities of compensation for the losses they suffered owing to
the reduction of their exports to Italy. But it was difficult to ensure that the participating
countries should have compensation in the strict sense of the word; it was only possible to
try to find a certain compensation, primarily by replacing Italian products on the markets
of the participating countries by products of countries co-operating in the collective action.
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That would not, properly speaking, be compensation, but a general way of facilitating the

exports of the participating countries, a system of mutual preference between participating
States, a preference which could be established by tariffs or by quotas.

It was necessary to contemplate a system of preferential tariffs if only in the case of those

countries which did not apply the quota system. For countries which employed the latter

system, it would be sufficient to earmark part of the quotas previously granted to Italy for
those of the participating countries which could supply the same goods and had suffered most
from the reduction of their exports to Italy. Nevertheless, it followed, of course, that part

of that quota must be reserved for the home market, for it was only just that a country which

sustained a loss through the application of sanctions should first and foremost seek compensations
on its home market.

One problem, of course, arose - that of legal possibilities. M. Coulondre did not think

that any great difficulties would arise in that direction, since quotas were governed only to

a limited extent by the most-favoured-nation clause.

Another possible line of action would be to substitute imports of products of participating
countries, on the markets of the participating countries, for a certain proportion of the imports
from non-participating countries. How far could that be done? M. Coulondre thought it

could be done to the extent to which the non-participating countries benefited by the collective
action in which they did not take part. For example, supposing that the coal-exporting
countries taking part in the collective action were deprived of an outlet for their coal in Italy.

Italy would naturally attempt to obtain that coal from other countries, and the non-participating
countries would thus have their coal exports to Italy increased to the extent to which the

coal exports of the participating countries decreased. It would be logical to recommend that
the countries taking part in the collective action should reduce their imports of coal from the

non-participating countries to the extent to which the exports of those latter countries to Italy

would have increased. That resolution would cause no real hardship to the non-participating
countries ; it would merely mean that they would not profit.

M. SOUBBOTITCH (Yugoslavia) though that, in order to be in a position to seek a suitable
way of remedying the difficulties that would be encountered by the States applying sanctions,
it was necessary to know what would be the economic and financial consequences of collective

action for each country. Countries might be divided into three classes : (1) those which would

profit by sanctions because they would be able to substitute their own products for those which

the participating States exported to Italy; (2) those which, owing to the nature of the products
they exported to Italy or for other reasons, could readily find new markets and, consequently,

would not sustain any serious loss; (3) those which would suffer very severely.

Apart from one small country which was a neighbour of Italy, Yugoslavia was certainly

the country which would suffer most. Italy took 20 % of Yugoslavia's exports, valued at about

fifty-six million Swiss francs. She paid for only 15 % of those exports in free foreign exchange,

the rest being paid for by Italian exports to Yugoslavia. Owing to the recent considerable

decrease in Italian exports, Yugoslavia was a creditor for some twelve million Swiss francs in

clearing accounts. The discontinuance of imports from Italy would leave Yugoslavia without

the necessary foreign exchange to make her payments abroad. In 1934, Yugoslavia had obtained

from her trade with Italy free foreign exchange to the amount of about 71/2 million Swiss francs.

The problem was causing great anxiety to the Yugoslav Government and he hoped that the

Sub-Committee would devote particular attention to it.

He summarised Yugoslavia's desiderata as follows:

(1) Special quotas for goods now exported to Italy, even at the expense of those

non-participating countries which were at present granted quotas for the same goods;

(2) Financial facilities for the settlement of Yugoslavia's external obligations, more
especially in regard to transfers;

(3) Assistance in recovering foreign debts due to Yugoslavia.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) said he had the impression that the difficulty of the
Sub-Committee's task was mainly due to the fact that it did not yet know what would be the

outcome of the collective action. It might prove very different from what was at present expected.

For that reason he proposed that a more or less permanent Technical Committee should
be set up to deal with complaints from States regarding losses sustained or difficulties experienced
as the collective action developed.

It was obviously difficult to see, at the present juncture, what steps it would be best to
take to remedy those losses and difficulties. He thought, however, that they must be based
on the possibilities of diverting trade, so far as Governments were able to influence the commercial
world.

In the United Kingdom, for instance, the Government would endeavour to bring influence

to bear on leading members of the commercial world, and to enlist the sympathies of Chambers
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of Commerce, in order that goods imported from countries taking part in the collective action
might as far as possible take the place of imports from other countries.

As to the countries which applied the quota system, it would be possible for them, without
infringing the most-favoured-nation clause, to grant additional quotas to countries participating
in the collective action.

He added that it was possible also to ask the participating countries not to insist on their
rights under commercial treaties.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) agreed with Mr. Eden that it was difficult to determine at once
what would be the consequences of collective action. That was why Roumania had declared
her readiness to vote in favour of the United Kingdom proposal, without enquiring beforehand
what would happen as regards the right conferred by paragraph 3 of Article 16.

It seemed to him, however, that it would be unduly restricting the scope of paragraph 3
of Article 16 simply to set up a Technical Committee for the sole purpose of studying, as and
when they arose, applications submitted by the States. The Sub-Committee should consider
at once what would have to be done in the various hypotheses, if paragraph 3 of Article 16 was
not to remain a dead letter.

He was convinced that an appeal by the United Kingdom Government to influential
members of commercial circles would have very important practical consequences. He did not
think, however, that the same results could be obtained by that means in every State.

As regards quotas, he thought that a special study should be made in order to determine
how far the most-favoured-nation clause would affect the increase of quotas. Personally, he
was convinced thatha clause did not stand in the way of additional quotas being granted to
participating countries.

M. Titulesco requested Mr. Eden to define the exact meaning of his words concerning the
treaty rights of certain States.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) explained that, if a participating country allowed a certain
advantage to another country which had suffered from the application of the sanctions, a third
country, also participating in the collective action, must not insist on its treaty rights and demand
that a similar advantage be granted to it.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) understood that, in the view of the United Kingdom delegate,
States participating in the collective action ought not to insist on the application of the
most-favoured-nation clause. He proposed that a study be made of the dual aspect of preference
in relation to the country which had violated Article 16 and in relation to countries which were
not taking part in the sanctions either because they were not Members of the League or because
they had no trade with Italy.

M. Titulesco proposed also that consideration be given to an increase of quotas for the
goods of the participating countries, as regards both goods exported to Italy and other
commodities.

The CHAIRMAN thought that it would be possible to give effect at once to M. Titulesco's
request by submitting to the Committee of Jurists, which was still sitting, the following two
points:

(1) A participating country which, under the most-favoured-nation clause, had
obtained the benefit of an advantage to Italy by a later treaty would not be deprived
of that benefit owing to the effect of the severance of trade relations with Italy.

(2) The additional exports contemplated as the outcome of mutual support could
be granted without infringing the most-favoured-nation clause.

The Chairman's proposal was approved.

M. MAXIMOS (Greece) emphasised the difficulty of the situation in which many countries
would be placed until new markets could be found for the products which they were now
selling to Italy, especially in the case of commodities, such as tobacco, the consumption of
which was limited.

The proposal which he had put forward on the previous day 1 would obviously be difficult
to put into effect, and he would be the first to rejoice if some other proposal could be substituted
for it. Its purpose, however, was to remedy the difficulties which would ensue for certain
countries owing to the stoppage of their exports to Italy. Having no means of obtaining
the goods which they required for their national economic activities, they would be obliged
to reduce their present standard of living and their national economic system would suffer
serious injury.

He desired to formulate as follows the proposal which he had put forward in outline on
the previous day:

(1) States Members of the League would undertake, as far as possible, to meet
jointly the injury that some of them might have to suffer as a result of the application
of the embargo on goods from Italy. With that object they would undertake to increase
for a period of one year, by a percentage to be fixed, the existing import duties. As an
alternative might be contemplated the application of that percentage to the total taxes

1 See page 128.
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collected in each country. The question of the transfer of the sums thus collected was
a very delicate problem, which it would be necessary to study more closely, as soon as
the principle was admitted.

(2) The yield of that increase in duties or taxes would be placed at the disposal
of a body to be set up under the auspices of the League.

(3) The capital thus constituted would be used to grant foreign-exchange advances,
up to 70% of their value, on goods made available by the fact of the different countries
being unable to absorb the goods normally exported to Italy and to enable those countries
to procure elsewhere the goods which they imported from Italy.

(4) That same body would also deal with the marketing of goods normally exported
to Italy and with the liquidation of stocks on which advances had been granted. After
liquidation, the balance would be distributed between the States in proportion to their
several contributions.

M. Maximos realised, as well as anyone, that, if his proposal were put into practice, very
great difficulties would be encountered. It seemed to him, however, that measures might
be taken in regard to stocks which had been constituted. The organisation to be set up did
not represent a purely commercial transaction; its creation would be the outcome of the
more general idea of the application of the provisions of Article 16 of the Covenant. The
cessation of Italian exports would inevitably have a stimulating effect on the exports in general
of certain countries. Economic conditions in those countries would thereby be improved,
and they would be able to take a certain quantity of the goods formerly exported to Italy.

If that proposal were accepted, it would need very careful study, but that study would,
of course, in no way delay the execution of the proposal which Mr. Eden had laid before the
Sub-Committee on Economic Measures ; it could be carried out after the sanctions had
been put into effect.

In conclusion, M. Maximos pointed out that countries which found themselves deprived
of means of transfer would be unable to make the transfers due in respect of their external
debts. He called the Sub-Committee's attention to that point, not merely on his own account,
but also on behalf of the Turkish Minister for Foreign Affairs.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) attached the highest importance to M. Maximos' proposal,
which was in no sense exclusive of his own. He had been particularly impressed by the
argument that it would be impossible to find the necessary foreign exchange to buy the goods
at present imported from Italy. If, for instance, Roumania, whose exports to Italy consisted
mainly of oil, discontinued those exports, she would have to find foreign exchange to pay
for the cotton and cotton goods which formed most of her imports from Italy, and which
represented one of the essential necessities of the Roumanian people. It would not be sufficient
to find a market for the oil; the country that offered that new market would have to be a
cotton-exporting country.

The CHAIRMAN felt that he ought to warn the members of the Sub-Committee against
anything that might give the impression that the application of sanctions would set up a
permanent situation. It was to be hoped that the situatiop would not last long, and it must
be borne in mind that, the greater the efficacy of the sanctions, the shorter would be the period
of their application. It might be advisable to avoid taking too many precautions, which
might lessen the efficacy of the sanctions and help to prolong the crisis.

He therefore thought that it was advisable to proceed as quickly as possible, and that the
various suggestions made should be studied at once. He called special attention to the Yugoslav
delegate's proposal for the extension of international credit. That would enable countries to
weather the crisis. If such a solution proved inadequate, M. Maximos' proposal would be a very
valuable supplement to it.

In any case, the three possible solutions would have to be examined, and also the question
whether they could be applied simultaneously or successively.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) emphasised the importance of M. Maximos' proposal,
which was not a purely financial one, but also aimed at the organisation, on international
lines, of the disposal of goods left unsold owing to the cessation of trade with Italy.

He was in some doubt, however, as to the necessity of levying additional duties or taxes
to form a fund out of which to make advances on the unsold goods. According to his understand-
ing of it, M. Maximos' proposal was based on the idea that the application of sanctions would
lead to a shortage of foreign exchange in the countries taking part in the collective action.
Mr. Hawtrey agreed that that would be so if the export of certain important products to Italy were
prohibited. On the other hand, an embargo on imports from Italy would create, at the outset,
a surplus of foreign exchange in the countries taking part in the collective action, while the
shortage of foreign exchange would be felt mainly in Italy.

He thought that ordinary bankers' advances on the unsold goods would be sufficient to
meet the difficulties. In any case, such problems could only be dealt with by a technical body. At
the same time, it was worth while to bear in mind the idea of setting up an international body
to arrange for the disposal of the goods.

1 See page 94.
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M. SOUBBOTITCH (Yugoslavia) said he had listened with great attention to the explanations
given by the United Kingdom delegate. He was prepared to co-operate in any solution, provided
it was effective and yielded immediate results. He did not think that a mere Technical Committee,
such as the United Kingdom delegate had suggested, would satisfy the public. If there were no
prospects of a solution that would yield prompt results, the public would feel that sanctions
would do as much harm to the States that applied them as to the States to which they were
applied. The only possible line of action was that advocated by M. Titulesco.

M. Soubbotitch's idea of a solution that might yield prompt results was the following:

(1) That the bases on which the solution was to be sought should be widened. It
was not sufficient to endeavour to find markets; it must be laid down as a principle that
mutual support was an international obligation under the Covenant.

(2) That mutual support should be given by other means than merely seeking markets,
and especially by facilities for credits, transfers, etc.

M. MAXIMOS (Greece) wished to make it clear that, when he spoke of the imposition of
additional duties or taxes, he had also had in mind that a contribution should be made by every
participating country, or that there should be a banking organisation for the purpose of making
advances on the unsold goods. His proposal had not been meant to be absolute in that respect.

He entirely agreed with the United Kingdom delegate as to the appointment of a Technical
Committee to study the positions of the various countries, even after the embargo had been put
into effect, and to take the necessary steps.

6. Appointment of a Drafting Committee.

On the CHAIRMAN'S proposal, the Sub-Committee decided to appoint a Drafting Committee,
consisting of the representatives of the United Kingdom, France, Roumania, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and Yugoslavia, to draw up and lay before the Sub-Committee a summary of the various
proposals that had been put forward. That summary would form the basis of the report to the Com-
mittee of Eighteen.

FOURTH MEETING.

Held on Friday, October 18th, 1935, at 3.30 p.m.

Chairman: M. CANTOS Y SAIZ DE CARLOS (Spain).

7. Examination of the Draft Proposal for the Organisation of Mutual Support: Text proposed
by the Drafting Committee.'

The CHAIRMAN invited the members of the Sub-Committee to submit their observations
on the following draft proposal prepared by the Drafting Committee:

" The Co-ordination Committee draws the special attention of all Governments to
their obligations under paragraph 3 of Article 16 of the Covenant, according to which
the Members of the League undertake mutually to support one another in the application
of the economic and financial measures taken under this article.

"With a view to carrying these obligations into effect, the Governments of the
Members of the League of Nations will:

" (a) Adopt immediately measures to assure that no action taken as a result
of Article 16 will deprive any country applying sanctions of such advantages as the
commercial agreements concluded by the participating States with Italy afforded
it through the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause;

" (b) Adopt-measures to replace by negotiation, within the limits of their
requirements, imports from Italy by similar products from the participating States;

" (c) Be ready, immediately after the application of economic sanctions, to
enter into negotiations with each participating country which has sustained a loss
with a view to increasing the sale of goods so as to offset any loss of Italian markets
which the application of sanctions may have involved;

1 For the text of the Proposal for the Organisation of Mutual Support, as adopted by the Go-ordination Committee
on October 19th, 1935, see document Coordination Committee /40, page 9.



(d) In particular, to the extent to which existing international treaties permit
and on the basis of the annexed opinion of the Legal Sub-Committee of the Co-
ordination Committee;

" (1) They will increase their imports in favour of such countries as have
suffered loss of Italian markets on account of the application of sanctions and
grant them special tariff treatment;

" (2) Decrease by all appropriate measures their imports hitherto granted
in favour of all countries not applying sanctions to such extent as they may
be required to offset such advantages as these countries may have derived by
increasing exports to Italy owing to the imposition of sanctions;

(3) In cases in which they have suffered no loss in respect of any given
commodity, they will abstain from demanding the automatic application of
any most-favoured-nation clause in the case of any privileges granted under
paragraphs (b), (c) and (d), (1) and (2), above;

"(4) For the reasons given in the annexed opinion of the Legal Sub-
Committee, the preferences contemplated in paragraphs (b), (c), (d), (1)
and (2) above shall in no case be extended to States not participating in
sanctions;

"(5) Seek financial measures with a view to supplementary commercial
measures in so far as the latter do not ensure sufficient international mutual
support;

' (6) They will further endeavour, by all means in their power, to promote
business relations between firms interested in the sale of goods in Italian markets
which have been lost owing to the application of sanctions and firms normally
importing such goods.

*

"The Co-ordination Committee decides to constitute a special Committee, consisting
of ........ , which will be at the disposal of Governments in order to:

(1) Ascertain in what cases and to estimate to what extent any participating
country has suffered detriment to its trade in consequence of the application of
sanctions;

"(2) Recommend by what means such detriment can, so far as may be, be
remedied;

' (3) Assist generally in the organisation of the international marketing of
goods with a view to offsetting any loss of Italian markets which the application
of sanctions may have involved."

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) apologised for having to submit amendments to the text
proposed. The document had, he said, been somewhat hastily drawn up. The amendments
which he wished to submit to the Sub-Committee entailed more particularly the omission
of Points (d) (4), and (d) (5) of the Drafting Committee's text.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the amendments proposed by the United Kingdom delegate
would seriously modify certain points of the original text.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) asked that the new text proposed by the United Kingdom
delegation should be distributed to the members to facilitate the discussion.

M. Titulesco's proposal was adopted.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that, while waiting for the new text to be distributed, the Sub-
Committee should start discussing the points on which there were at present the widest diffe-
rences of opinion - namely, Point (d) (5), which concerned financial measures. He announced
that M. Riistti Aras, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Turkey, wished to make some remarks on
that subject. The Sub-Committee would no doubt be anxious to hear him.

M. RuJSTU ARAS (Turkey) thanked the Sub-Committee for giving him an opporunity of
making his observations. He would thus be dispensed from raising a discussion in the Committee
of Eighteen.

He pointed out that paragraph 3 of Article 16 of the Covenant drew no distinction between
commercial and financial measures of mutual support. He understood that that was why the
United Kingdom delegation proposed to delete Point (d) (5A, because, as at present drafted,
it was entirely incompatible with the provisions of paragraph 3 of Article 16. As drafted, it
implied that mutual support in the financial sphere would not begin to operate unless the
purely commercial measures proved inadequate.

He wished to call the Sub-Committee's special attention to the fact that countries which
could not dispose on a new market of the products that they sold to Italy might find themselves
short of foreign exchange for the service of their external debts. That being so, since those
countries would not, of course be anxious to appear among those that had asked to be excepted
from the application of sanctions, they might find themselves obliged to default on their
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liabilities. Their default would be particularly notable because no provision would have been
made for it and the machinery of mutual support would contain no measure to deal with it.

It was only fair to take into consideration the difficult position in which countries that did
not wish to be classed as countries excepted from the sanctions would be placed in regard to
transfers in respect of their external debts. The only remedy was to see that the losses arising
out of participation in the sanctions were distributed as fairly as possible. The lines on which
they could be distributed might be either commercial or financial, no priority being given to
either method.

For those reasons, M. Rustii Aras proposed that, if Point (d) (5) were to be retained, it
should read as follows:

"(5) They will seek financial measures with a view to supplementing the international
mutual support."

The object of his amendment was to remove any suggestion that priority was being given
to commercial measures.

In case the Sub-Committee should not come to a decision paying sufficient regard to his
proposal, M. Rustii Aras reserved the right to raise the question in the Committee of Eighteen.

M. SOUBBOTITCH (Yugoslavia) asked the United Kingdom delegation to explain why it
proposed to delete Point (d) (5).

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) feared that there was a misunderstanding. He pointed
out that, in referring to mutual support, Article 16 of the Covenant made no distinction between
the economic and financial measures through which such support might be effected. At most
it might be maintained that paragraph 3 of that article implied an obligation to give assistance,
not merely to those countries which might suffer through the application of economic measures,
but also to the countries to which the application of financial sanctions might cause prejudice.
It was obvious that the country which would be most entitled to claim to have suffered prejudice
through the application of financial sanctions was the United Kingdom, which was to-day
the most important lending country. He did not think, however, that there was any reason to
expect a request for such assistance from the United Kingdom.

As the Covenant made no distinction between economic and financial measures, he thought
it unnecessary to make special mention of the financial measures, the more so because it had
been decided that one of the duties of the special Committee which it was proposed to set up
would be to recommend means of remedying such prejudice as far as might be possible. The
Committee would, therefore, enjoy full latitude as regards the measures to be recommended,
whether of a financial or of an economic character.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) agreed that the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Turkey had
real cause for concern at the fact that the financial and economic measures were to be placed
on a footing of equality. The omission of Point (d) (5) as proposed by the United Kingdom
delegation would be contrary to this principle.

M. ROSENBLOUM (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) observed that his country was not
directly interested in the question of measures of financial assistance. At the same time, he
thought that the view taken by the Turkish Minister for Foreign Affairs was justified, and that
measures of financial assistance ought not to be made conditional on the failure of measures
of assistance in the commercial sphere.

M. SOUBBOTITCH (Yugoslavia) referred to what he had already said about the difficult
position in which certain countries might be placed through the application of sanctions in
regard to transfers in respect of the service of their external debts. He could not understand
why it was desired to drop a proposal which, fundamentally, involved such insignificant
practical consequences. He wondered what would be the effect of such an attitude on public
opinion in those countries for which the application of sanctions involved considerable sacrifices.

Mr. HAWTREY (United Kingdom) referred to the explanations he had given at the previous
meeting 1 and to the probable consequences of the stoppage of imports from Italy. He did not
think the result would necessarily be a shortage of foreign exchange for those countries which
had ceased to receive Italian goods. Assuming, however, that, in the long run, economic
sanctions might upset the balance of payments of the countries concerned, measures appropriate
to that particular case would naturally have to be worked out by the special Committee and
put into practice as far as possible. According to the text proposed, the special Committee
would have very wide terms of reference; it would not be logical to limit them by indicating
merely one of the means by which the disturbance to the balance of payments might be corrected.
Mr. Hawtrey said that he could indicate a number of other cases which would require measures
of a different kind.

M. COULONDRE (France) wished, in the first place, to repeat that France was as 'determined
as anyone to do everything possible to give effect to the obligation of mutual support which

' See page 131.
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arose out of Article 16, paragraph 3, of the Covenant. He was convinced that all States were

actuated by similar motives. Having made that clear, M. Coulondre expressed the opinion that

the arguments adduced by Mr. Hawtrey were not without a certain force. Nevertheless, he

thought it just to give due weight to the anxieties of certain delegations, and he therefore

proposed that, if it were decided to omit Point (d) (5), the same ideas should be introduced

into paragraph (2) of the section relating to the terms of reference of the special Committee.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) concurred in that suggestion.

M. SOUBBOTITCH (Yugoslavia) said that, from the technical standpoint, it was understood

that the text of the proposal to be submitted to the Co-ordination Committee should consist

of three sections: the first enunciating general principles, the second particularising and

analysing those principles, and the third dealing with the constitution and powers of the special

Committee. It was, to his mind, inconceivable that, in its analysis of the general principles

- that was to say, in the second section of the text - the Sub-Committee should not refer to

the financial measures which might be adopted with a view to rendering mutual assistance
effective.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that it might perhaps be possible to solve the difficulty by

modifying the text of the preamble so as to make it clear that mutual support should be given

both in the economic and in the financial sphere.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) pointed out that such a wording would be a departure from

the text of the Covenant, from which the preamble was quoted bodily.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the meeting should be suspended to enable the representatives

of the countries concerned to come to an agreement on the question of financial measures, and

also to enable the Secretariat to circulate the amended text proposed by the United Kingdom
delegation.

The meeting was suspended.

On the resumption of proceedings, the CHAIRMAN proposed that the amended text put

forward by the United Kingdom delegation should be taken as a basis for discussion. That text

read as follows:

"The Co-ordination Committee draws the special attention of all Governments to

their obligations under paragraph 3 of Article 16 of the Covenant, according to which the

Members of the League undertake mutually to support one another in the application

of the economic and financial measures taken under this article.
"With a view to carrying these obligations into effect, the Governments of the Members

of the League of Nations will:

(a) Adopt immediately measures to assure that no action taken as a result

of Article 16 will deprive any country applying sanctions of such advantages as the

commercial agreements concluded by the participating States with Italy afforded
it through the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause;

(b) Take appropriate steps with a view to facilitating the replacement, within
the limits of their requirements, of imports from Italy by similar products from the

participating States;
" (c) Be willing, after the application of economic sanctions, to enter into

negotiations with any participating country which has sustained a loss with a view

to increasing the sale of goods so as to offset any loss of Italian markets which the

application of sanctions may have involved;.

" (d) In cases in which they have suffered no loss in respect of any given com-

modity, they will abstain from demanding the automatic application of any most-

favoured-nation clause in the case of any privileges granted under paragraphs (b)
and (c) in respect of that commodity;

" (e) With the above objects, the Governments will, with -the assistance of the

Committee referred to below, study, in particular, the possibility of adopting, within
the limits of their existing obligations, the following measures:

" (1) To increase their import quotas in favour of such countries as have
suffered loss of Italian markets on account of the application of sanctions and
grant them special tariff treatment;

" (2) To decrease by all appropriate measures their import quotas hitherto
granted in favour of all countries not applying sanctions to such extent as may
be required to offset such advantages as these countries may have derived by
increasing exports to Italy owing to the imposition of sanctions;

" (3) They will further endeavour, by all means in their power, to promote
business relations between firms interested in the sale of goods in Italian markets
which have been lost owing to the application of sanctions and firms normally
importing such goods.
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"The Co-ordination Committee decides to constitute a special Committee, consisting
of .. ...... , with the following functions:

1. Ascertain in what cases and to estimate to what extent any participating
country has suffered detriment to its trade in consequence of the application of
sanctions;

" 2. Recommend by what means such detriment can, so far as may be, be
remedied;

"3. Assist generally in the organisation of the international marketing of goods
with a view to offsetting any loss of Italian markets which the application of sanctions
may have involved."

Preamble.

The Preamble was adopted.

Point (a).

The CHAIRMAN suggested that it might be better to substitute for Point (a) the text
embodied in the opinion of the Legal Sub-Committee."

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) thought that, if the text of the draft did not differ in sense from
the proposal of the Legal Sub-Committee, it might be better to keep the latter text. He asked
M. Politis for his opinion.

M. POLITIS (Greece) thought that the text of the present draft had the advantage of being
shorter than that of the Legal Sub-Committee. The only difference between the two was that
the latter text stated the reasons why advantages obtained under the most-favoured-nation
clause should be maintained, notwithstanding the breach of commercial treaties concluded
with Italy.

In his view, it would be enough to record in the Minutes that the text in question had been
adopted on the basis of the opinion of the Legal Sub-Committee.

Point (a) was adopted.

Point (b).

M. COULONDRE (France) observed that there was no reference to negotiations in the
amended text put forward by the United Kingdom delegation. He had no objection to the
deletion of that reference, but wished to point out that the French Government could not take
the measures contemplated otherwise than through negotiation.

The CHAIRMAN called M. Coulondre's attention to the fact that the text proposed by the
United Kingdom delegation was more comprehensive; it left the States free to take the necessary
measures either by negotiation or otherwise, if they were in a position to take unilateral action
to the desired end.

M. COULONDRE (France) accepted that view, provided that his remarks on the French
Government's position were recorded in the Minutes.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that, as Point (b) was not compulsory in character, there was
no need to provide that States were to facilitate the replacement, within the limits of their
requirements, of imports from Italy by similar articles from the participating States. One of the
two restrictions would have to be omitted.

Mr. WILLS (United Kingdom) concurred.

The Sub-Committee decided to word Point (b) as follows:

" Take appropriate steps with a view to replacing, within the limits of the requirements
of their respective countries, imports from Italy by the import of similar products
from the participating States."

Points (c) and (d).

Points (c) and (d) were adopted.

Point (e).

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) pointed out that it was as the result of a mistake that this
paragraph appeared as letter (e). The purpose of the following paragraphs was to indicate
the detailed application of the principles laid down in the previous paragraph. This second
section of the report should therefore be clearly separated from what went before.

M. TITULESCO (Roumania) doubted whether it was right to give the various points enume-
rated in this part of the proposal a less rigid character than the preceding points.

' See document Co-ordination Committee/40, page I1.
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Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) explained that the principles laid down in the foregoing
paragraphs were general principles to be accepted at once, whereas the details of application
set out in the second section called for consideration by the special Committee before they
were accepted by the Governments concerned.

M. KULSKI (Poland) pointed out that the Drafting Committee's text differed fundamentally
from the United Kingdom delegation's text, in that the latter included no reference to the
Legal Sub-Committee's opinion regarding the operation of the most-favoured-nation clause.
The omission of that reference might create an impression that the most-favoured-nation
clause would remain operative and that the non-participating States would be entitled to
claim the extension to themselves of the privileges granted to the participating States. The
Sub-Committee should either incorporate the opinion of the Legal Sub-Committee in its own
text or state its reasons for not accepting that opinion.

M. POLITIS (Greece) supported this point of view.

M. ROSENBLOUM (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) also agreed with M. Kulski, and
asked that the text proposed by the Drafting Committee should be maintained.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) said that it was impossible for Governments to define there
and then their attitude to the opinion of the Legal Sub-Committee. In this connection, he
referred to the discussion on the subject which had taken place in the Sub-Committee on
Economic Measures.l

M. COULONDRE (France) proposed to insert in the text of the United Kingdom delegation
draft the words:

" And taking into consideration the opinion of the Legal Sub-Committee of the
Co-ordination Committee.

M. Coulondre's proposal was approved.

M. POLITIS (Greece) pointed out that the principle of negotiations had been accepted
in points (a), (b), (c) and (d). In this second part of the proposal, however, reference
was made to the assistance of the special Committee. It ought to be made clear whether that
precluded the possibility of negotiations. If so, the passage would conflict with the principles
laid down in the previous paragraphs.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) replied that the fact that provision was made for the assistance
of the Committee in questio inn no way precluded the possibility of taking measures by direct
negotiation.

On the motion of M. TITULESCO, the Sub-Committee decided to insert the words if necessary "
after the words " the Governments will".

Point 1.

M. COULONDRE (France) asked why the idea of quotas had been introduced into the United
Kingdom delegation's draft. Such a wording gave the impression that only those countries
which employed the quota system would be called upon to give facilities in that direction,
the whole brunt of supporting the countries that had suffered on account of the sanctions
falling upon them.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) had no objection to deleting the word " quotas ".

M. KULSKI (Poland) observed that it was not enough to provide facilities in connection
with Customs treatment, because there were some products which paid no Customs duties
in certain countries. The idea of quotas must therefore also be included.

M. COULONDRE (France) proposed that the more general expression " by all appropriate
measures " should be used. That would meet the Polish delegate's difficulties.

M. Coulondre's proposal was adopted, the final text being drafted in the following form:

" The increase by all appropriate measures of their imports in favour of such countries

as may have suffered loss of Italian markets on account of the application of sanctions."

Point 2.

M. KULSKI (Poland) was afraid that the wording of this point might give the impression
that it was intended to take measures against those States non-members of the League which
did not take part in the sanctions. To avoid that, he suggested amalgamating Points I and
2, beginning the second part with the words " including the decrease by all appropriate measures,
etc."

M. COULONDRE (France) thought a distinction ought perhaps to be drawn between States
non-members and States Members of the League which did not take part in the sanctions.

f See page 94.
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M. TITULESCO (Roumania) entirely agreed with M. Coulondre. He thought that it would
be unjust that countries which had violated Article 16 by refusing to have anything to do
with sanctions should be allowed to benefit from this attitude by exporting to Italy in the
place of the participating countries. If it were agreed in principle that the exports of countries
not Members of the League of Nations to the participating countries should be reduced to
the extent to which they increased their exports to Italy, it would be necessary to go even
further in the case of Member States which had refused to be associated with sanctions and
provide that their exports to participating countries should be decreased in so far as might
be necessary to make mutual support effective. M. Titulesco therefore proposed that Point 2
should be worded as follows:

"(a) The decrease by all appropriate measures of their imports hitherto obtained
from States non-members of the League of Nations not applying sanctions to such extent
as may be required to offset such advantages as these countries may have derived by
increasing exports to Italy owing to the imposition of sanctions;

" (b) The decrease by all appropriate measures of their imports obtained from States
Members of the League of Nations not applying sanctions so far as may be necessary
to enable the obligations of mutual support to be carried into effect."

M. KULSKI (Poland) drew attention to the previous question raised by M. Titulesco's
proposal. He pointed out that the question of the extension of sanctions to the Member States
not participating was not within the province of either the Sub-Committee, the Committee of
Eighteen or the Co-ordination Committee. The question was one which only the Council and
the Assembly of the League were competent to decide.

M. Kulski therefore asked that the text under discussion be maintained.
M. TITULESCO (Roumania) pointed out that the Sub-Committee was entitled to propose

such measures as it thought appropriate to ensure the efficient operation of the system of mutual
support. In any case, it would be immoral for countries that had evaded their obligations
under the Covenant to be able to profit by their attitude. It would amount to placing a premium
on the non-application of sanctions.

If the Committee of Eighteen came to a different decision for political reasons, he would
have to bow to that decision, with the regretful realisation that political and moral considerations
did not always agree.

M. KULSKI (Poland) had no intention of questioning the moral force of the arguments
put forward by the Roumanian delegate, such a discussion being outside the competence of
the Sub-Committee. He wished to point out that the Sub-Committee was composed of economic
experts, who, within the limits of their terms of reference, could only concern themselves with
the steps to be taken to make good the losses resulting from the reduction of exports from
the participating countries to Italy. The question, should it arise, of coercive measures against
countries Members of the League which did not wish to associate themselves with sanctions
would, as he had already said, be a matter for the Council and the Assembly.

M. POLITIS (Greece) observed that the discussion was going astray. The Sub-Committee
was an offshoot of the Co-ordination Committee; its business was to draw up a text for
submission to the Committee of Eighteen, which, if it adopted that text, would forward it
to the Co-ordination Committee. That was the procedure that had always been followed by
organs of the League. M. Titulesco's proposal did not depart in the very least from the Sub-
Committee's terms of reference. M. Politis supported that proposal.

M. COULONDRE (France) and M. ROSENBLOUM (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) also
supported M. Titulesco's proposal.

M. KULSKI (Poland) said he was forced to give way if the majority of the Sub-Committee
were in favour of M. Titulesco's proposal. He must, however, reserve the Polish delegation's
right to raise the question in the Committee of Eighteen.

Mr. TE WATER (Union of South Africa) thought it would he most unwise to adopt a
text that might give the impression that measures were being taken against such non-member
States as might not take part in sanctions. He pointed out that it was an understood thing
that the whole scheme of sanctions should be submitted to those non-member States whose
co-operation might be asked for. He begged the Polish delegate not to fail to make in the
Committee of Eighteen the observations he had made in the Sub-Committee. Mr. te Water
himself would make it his duty to support them.

MI. ROSENBLOUM (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that the South African
delegate's objections were perhaps due to amisunderstanding. He personally did not see how
Point 2 could be construed as involving sanctions against non-member States, since it merely
provided for a reduction of imports from those States equal to the increase in their exports
due to the application of sanctions.

Mr. TE WATER (Union of South Africa) explained that he did not regard Point 2 as involving
sanctions against non-member States. He only thought it inadvisable at the present juncture
to publish a text that might provoke an indignant outcry in countries not Members of the League
of Nations. He was merely comparing the advantage to be derived from the maintenance
of this text with the disadvantages to which it might give rise. He concluded that the advantage
would be far outweighed by the disadvantages.
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M. POLITIS (Greece) thought it wiser to accept M. Titulesco's proposal and to submit it
to the Committee of Eighteen. Any delegations which wished to raise objections would be
free to do so in the Committee of Eighteen and even in the Co-ordination Committee.

M. DE VASCONCELLOS (Chairman of the Committee of Eighteen) reminded the Sub-
Committee that, when the Soviet Union delegation had submitted a proposal for the application
of economic and financial measures to Member States not participating in sanctions, he had
pointed out that the examination of the political situation of such States did not lie within
the province of the Committee of Eighteen, and that only the Council and the Assembly were
competent to deal with it. That obviously did not prevent the Sub-Committee from examining
the measures to be proposed subject to political considerations.

The CHAIRMAN noted that the majority of the Sub-Committee was in favour of the adoption
of M. Titulesco's proposal. That proposal would therefore be inserted in the text on the
understanding that the delegations which had just entered reservations would be free to make
such observations as they thought fit in the Committee of Eighteen and in the Co-ordination
Committee.

Point 4 of the Drafting Committee's Text.

M. ROSENBLOUM (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked why the United Kingdom
delegation had proposed that this point be deleted.

Sir William MALKIN (United Kingdom) explained that the reasons were the same as in
the case of Point (d) - namely, that the United Kingdom Government could not decide
immediately whether to accept the Legal Sub-Committee's opinion.

M. POLITIS (Greece) and M. COULONDRE (France) supported that point of view.

The Sub-Committee decided to delete Point 4 of the Drafting Committee's text.

Point 5 of the Drafting Committee's Text.

The CHAIRMAN said that the delegations coneerned were engaged in conversations on this
point. The text that would be established as the outcome of those conversations would be
embodied in the proposal to be submitted to the Committee of Eighteen.

Point 3 of the United Kingdom Proposal.

Point 3 of the United Kingdom proposal was adopted.

Functions of the Special Committee.

M. POLITIS (Greece) thought this part of the report might be simplified. He therefore
proposed that it should be worded as follows :

The Co-ordination Committee decides to constitute a special Committee, consisting
of . . . ., to afford, if necessary, to the Governments concerned the assistance
contemplated at the beginning of the second part of the present proposal."

The text proposed by M. Politis was adopted.

The Sub-Committee decided to leave the decision as to the composition of the special Committee
to the Committee of Eighteen.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) said that he hoped that M. Maximos' idea regarding the
organisation of an international system for the marketing of goods would be maintained. That
idea had been embodied in Point 3 of the third section of the text proposed by the Drafting
Committee.

M. POLITIS (Greece) proposed that, to give satisfaction to Mr. Eden, this point should
immediately be reinserted in the second section.

M. Politis' proposal was approved, the text in question being inserted as Point 4.
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ANNEX 1.

SUB-COMMITTEE OF MILITARY EXPERTS.

LIST OF MEMBERS.

Chairman: General BENITEZ (Spain).

Paymaster-Commander LLOYD (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland).

Commandant DE VILLELUME (France).

Capitaine VIALET (France).

M. E. HCERSCHELMANN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics).

REPORT. 1

At its meeting on October 11th, 1935, the Committee of Eighteen decided upon the
constitution of a Sub-Committee of Military Experts consisting of the representatives of the
United Kingdom, France, Spain and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The terms of reference of this Sub-Committee were as follows

" (1) Examine the list attached to Proposal I 2; compare it with previous lists
and especially with Article 1 of the Convention of June 17th, 1925 3, and Article 4 of the
text drawn up at first reading by the Special Committee of the Conference for the Reduction
and Limitation of Armaments 4; propose the additions or modifications necessary to
complete the nomenclature and to harmonise it with the laws adopted by certain States
for the purpose of applying the above-mentioned proposals for international regulation.

"(2) Propose other articles 5 indispensable for the conduct of hostilities - more parti-
cularly means of transport."

The Sub-Committee met, as soon as the military experts arrived in Geneva, on October
14th and 15th, under the chairmanship of General BENITEZ (Spain).

In the course of the general discussion, the Sub-Committee compared the list annexed
to Proposal I of the Co-ordination Committee 2 with the lists previously drawn up, more parti-
cularly with the most recent nomenclatures - i.e., that to be found in Article 4 of document
Conf.D.168 and those drawn up in various countries for their own internal requirements.

The Sub-Committee decided to depart as little as possible from the text of the list annexed
to Proposal I of the Co-ordination Committee, the more so as that list has already been
communicated to the various Governments by Circular Letter 157 of October 12th, 1935.
It was, however, suggested that the nomenclature should be recast fteor that t e convenience of
Customs authorities and that more particularly revolvers and automatic pistols should be
included in the same group as other fire-arms. The Sub-Committee, however, decided to retain
the classification by categories of arms, ammunition and implements of war as shown in previous
lists. It is understood that Categories I, II and V include arms, ammunition and implements
of war designed or intended for warfare, whereas Categories III and IV include arms and
ammunition capable of use for both military and non-military purposes. It will be for the various
Governments to issue the necessary instructions to their Customs authorities in the light of
the specifications to be found in document Conf.D.168.

The Sub-Committee took into account the fact that tht e list in document Conf.D.168 had
been compiled for the purposes of international supervision, whereas the attached list is
intended to facilitate Customs control. It is for this reason that Categories III and V of
document Conf.D.168 have been combined in a single category so that all aircraft will be
subject to the same supervision.

It is understood in the first place that the list attached to the present report may be
extended if experience should prove this necessary, and in the second place that it has only
been drawn up for the particular case in view, and that in any other case it might be modified.

Raw materials have not been included in the present list, for the reason that it is specified
in the Sub-Committee's terms of reference that they are to form the object of other technical
work.

The question whether " armes blanches" - bayonets, swords, lances - should be
mentioned in the list was raised, but the Sub-Committee did not think this necessary.

1 DocumentK No.: Committee of Eighteen/8.
Document No.: Co-ordination Committeel2.

3 Document No.: A.16.1925.
4 Document No.: Conf.D.168.
G Excludilng raw materials, which are forming the subject of other technical studies.
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After examination paragraph by paragraph of the list appended to document Co. ordination
Committee/2, the following amendments to it were made:

Category I.

Paragraph 1. The reference to the minimum calibre 26.5 (6.625 mm.) was deleted; it
is not shown in the list in document Conf.D.168 and the Sub-Committee thought its addition
unnecessary.

Paragraph 3. Recoil mechanisms were added to the nomenclature as being one of the
essential spare parts.

Paragraph 4. The text of document Conf.D.168 was adopted, as being simpler and
easier to check.

Paragraph 6. The text of document Conf.D.168 was found to be more comprehensive.

Category III.

The Sub-Committee combined Categories III and V of previous lists in this category,
so as to submit all aircraft to the same treatment.

Category IV.

The reference to the calibre of revolvers and automatic pistols was deleted for the same
reason as given above in regard to the calibre of rifles.

Category V (late Category VI).

Paragraphs 1 and 2. The Sub-Committee considered that the list submitted to it was
too restrictive, and decided to include all appliances and products for use in chemical or
incendiary warfare.

Paragraph 3. The Sub-Committee considered that only powders capable of use for
war purposes should be included.

* *

As regards paragraph 2 of their mandate, the members of the Sub-Committee, after having
begun its examination, were of opinion that the questions therein raised were not exclusively
within their competence.

The Sub-Committee considered, further, that the examination of those questions had
been referred to another Sub-Committee (see document Committee of Eighteen /2, paragraph 1).

Consequently, the Sub-Committee has the honour to submit now the present report,
which deals only with paragraph 1 of the mandate given to it. It remains at the disposition
of the Co-ordination Committee to lend its assistance to the Sub-Committee entrusted with
the consideration of the application of measures concerning the embargo on raw materials
and products essential to Italy for the prosecution of hostilities.

N.B. - The revised list of arms, etc., adopted by the Sub-Committee was considered
and approved by the Co-ordination Committee on Wednesday, October 16th (see Minutes
of the fourth meeting, page 19).

ANNEX 2.

LIST OF IMEMBERS OF THE LEGAL SUB-COMMITTEE.

M. M. BOURQUIN (Belgium).

Sir William MALKIN (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland).

M. Jules BASDEVANT (France).

His Excellency MI. Nicolas POLITIS (Greece).

M. J. P. A. FRANCOIS (Netherlands).

M. W. KULSKI (Poland).
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ANNEXE 3. - ANNEX 3.
Tableau A. Table A.

PRODUCTION ET COMMERCE ITALY'S PRODUCTION
ITALIENS AND TRADE

DE CERTAINS MINERAIS ET MRTAUX IN CERTAIN MINERALS AND METALS
ET DE CERTAINS AUTRES PRODUITS AND CERTAIN OTHER PRODUCTS

(En milliers de tonnes.) Metric tons (000's omitted).
LISTE I. - LIST I.

Production Importations ExportationsImports Exports
Articles Articles

1932 1 933 1 1934 1932 1 1933 1 1934 1932 1933 1934

Chrome ..... .. . i 1 I 1 1 Chromium.
Mineral de chrome. - -- _a 2 2 Chrome-ore.

Minerai de fer. . . 412,3 508,0 484,6 192,3 356,7 414,4 260,0 304,2 320,9 Iron-ore.
Ferraille . .. .. - - - 474,2 629,8 731,7 - - - Scrap iron.
Minerai de ferro-

manganese . . . 14,7 17,6 17,5 Ferro-manganese
Minerai de manga- 28,9 54,3 65,3 - - - ore.

n6se ...... 0,4 4,5 6,9J Manganese ore.
Manganese . ... . . . . . . . Manganese.
Ferro-alliages Ferro-alloys

(total): 34,2 48,8 52,2 (total):
Spiegel ..... 11,3 14,7 13,1 Spiegeleisen.
D'aluminium . _ I Of aluminium.
De chrome . . . 0,7 1,1 2,3 0,2 0 ,5 0,5 - - Of chromium.
De manganese . 10,6 14,9 17,6 0,2 0,1 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 Of manganese.
De silico-manga- Of silico-

nbse.... . 0,5 3,7 2,0 02 - 1,0 0,1 manganese.
De silico-manga- Of silico-mang-

nese-aluminium 0,2 0,3 0,4 " 3 3 ano-aluminium.
De molybdene . 0,1 0,1 - - Of molybdenum.
De silicum . ,9 13,5 1 ,7 2,0 1 Of silicon.
De titane ..... _ _- 0,1- Of titanium.
De tungstene . . -- 0,2 0,1 1,5 0,1 0,1 Of tungsten.
De vanadium .. - - -- - - - Of vanadium.
Autres . . . .. 0,9 1,4 0,1 0,1 0,1 - Other.

Metaux pour ferro- Metals for ferro-
alliages, d'une te- alloys, of more
neur de plus de than 90 % metal
90 % ...... - - 0 0,042 0,045 0,027 0,003 0,004 0,027 content.

Minerais d'6tain.. a 2 2 2 2 Tin ore.

Etain . . . . . .-- 0,2 3,8 4,1 4,2 0,1 0,1 0,1 Tin.
Tungst/ne. . .. - --. - 4 4 Tungsten.

Vanadium . . ... . 4 4 4 44 Vanadium.

Molybdene .... . . - 4 4 4 4 i Molybdenum.

Minerais metalliques Non-specified
non specifies . - - 3,3 1,5 5,4 - -- - metallic ores.

Voir: ferro-alliages de chrome. 1 Cf. ferro-alloys of chromium.
¥ Voir: minerals m6talliques non spdcifids. 2 Cf. non-specified metallic ores.
8 Voir: autres ferro-alliages. 2 Cf. other ferro-alloys.
4Voir: metaux pour ferro-alliages. 4Cf. metals for ferro-alloys.

LISTE II. - LIST II.

•a ^ +. on Importations ExportationsProduction Imports Exports
Articles Articles

1932 1933 1934 1932 11933 1 1934 1932 11933 11934

Aluminium . . .. 13,4 12,1 12,8 0,2 0,1 0,1 2,3 3,8 5,9 Aluminium.
Alumine (oxyde Alumina (Alumi-

d'aluminium) . . 30,5 31,1 35,6 1 1i 1 nium oxide).
Bauxite ..... 86,6 94,8 131,3 1 1 1 1 1 " Bauxite.
Fonte de fer . . . 460,8 518,3 528,4 49,9 53,6 63,6 0,7 0,7 0,9 Pig iron.
Acier brut .... 1.396,2 1.771,1 1.832,3 23,3 33,5 36,8 - - - Crude steel.
Fer et acier, pro- Iron and steel roll-

duits de laminoir 1.247,9 1.511,6 1.623,4 122,7 151,0 199,4 16,5 57,9 85,9 ing-mill products.
Magnesium . . . . . . 2,4 3,1 3,7 0,6 0,4 0,5 Magnesium.
Magnesite . . .. 0,5 2,2 1,5 1 1 1 1 i Magnesite.
Nickel ...... - — 1,1 1,5 2,0 0,4 0,3 0,1 Nickel.

1 Voir: minerais metalliques non spdcifids, dans la liste I. 1 Cf. non-specified metallic ores, in List I.
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LISTE III. -- LIST III.

Production Importations Exportations
Imports Exports

Articles Articles
1932 1933 1934 1932 1933 1934 1932 1933 1934

Machines-outils . . ? 3,1 3,3 5,0 0,8 1,3 0,7 Machine-tools.
Nitrate de potassium - --- 1,1 1,2 0,6 - - Nitrate of potash.
Nitrat e d'ammonia-

que ..... . 6,3 12,2 31,4 - - - - Nitrate of ammonia.
Sulfate d'ammonia- Sulphate of

que ..... . 0,8 1,0 0,9j - ammonia.
Nitrate de calcium

(nitrate de chaux) 65,2 77,3 94,3 - - - 0,4 -_ Nitrate of lime.
Nitrate de soude . 13,7 18,1 3,0 3,9 3,3 Nitrate of soda.
Acide nitrique .. 108,5 159,6 ... 3,5 0,9 1,1 -- Nitric acid.
Laine ...... 12,0 12,0 ... 72,0 85,8 66,7 1,3 2,4 .2,2 Wool.
Caoutchouc . .. - -- 15,5 19,7 21,8 -- - - Rubber.

Approximation. ' Rough estimate.

Tableau B. Table B.

PRODUCTION MONDIALE WORLD PRODUCTION
DE CERTAINS MINERAUX ET METAUX OF CERTAIN MINERALS AND METALS

ET DE CERTAINS AUTRES PRODUITS AND OF CERTAIN OTHER PRODUCTS.

LISTE I. - LIST I.

1. MINERAI DE CHROME 1. CHROME ORE
Production 1932 1933 1934 Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE: AFRICA:
Rhod6sie du Sud ..... 15,7 35,0 72,1 Southern Rhodesia.
Union Sud-Africaine . . . 19,4 34,1 61,4 Union of South Africa.

AMkRIQUE DU NORD NORTH AMERICA:
Canada ......... 0,1 - -- Canada.
Etats-Unis .. . . .. 0,2 0,9 ... United States.

AMP.RIQUE CENTRALE (Cuba) . _ 24,2 ... CARIBBEAN (Cuba).

AMPRIQUE DU SUD (Brlsil) (E.) - _ ... SOUTH AMERICA (Brazil) (E.).

ASIE : ASIA:
Chypre .......... 1,0 _ ... Cyprus.
Inde (britannique) .... 18,2 15,8 ... India.
Indochine frangaise . . .- French Indo-China.
Japon ........ . 12,5 20,0 27,9 Japan.

U.R.S.S.. ......... 65,2 112,7 ... U.S.S.R.

EUROPE : EUROPE :

Grce. . ..... . .. 1,6 14,8 ... Greece.
Norv ge ......... 0,4 0,3 ... Norway.
Royaume-Uni .-.. _. ... United Kingdom.
Turquie. ......... 55,2 75,4 135,0 Turkey.
Yougoslavie ........ 39,2 23,4 47,4 Yugoslavia.

OC:ANIE : OCEANIA :

Australie . ........ 0,1 0,9 ... Australia.
Nouvelle-Caledonie ..... 69,4 50,1 ... New Caledonia.

(E.) Exportation. (E.) Exports.



2. MINERAI DE FER 2. IRON ORE
Production 1932 193 934 " Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triues in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE : AFRICA
Algerie .......... 467 761 1.327 Algeria.
Congo belge ...... -- - Belgian Congo.
Maroc espagnol ..... * 360 * 388 ... Span. Morocco.
Rhodesie . ...... . . ... Rhodesia.
Sierra-Leone ....... - 25 233 Sierra Leone.
Sud-Ouest Africain .... -- — ... S. W. Africa.
Tunisie .......... 209 291 546 Tunis.
Union Sud-Africaine . . .. 32 69 233 Union of S. Africa.

AMtRIQUE DU NORD: NORTH AMERICA:
Canada 1.. .. .. -. Canada. 1
Etats-Unis: United States:

Minerai de fer ... . . 10.005 17.835 24.982 Iron Ore.
Minerai de Fe-Mn 2 .. . 26 195 225 Fe-Mn Ore. 2

Terre-Neuve 1 .. .. .. 151 275 * 350 Newfoundland. 

AMfRIQUE CENTRALE 1 : CARIBBEAN 
Cuba .. ...... . 83 169 ... Cuba. 1
Mexique ......... 27 78 68 Mexico.

AMRIQUE DU SUD: SOUTH AMERICA:
Bresil *............. 30 30 ... Brazil. *
Chili ........... 173 565 973 Chile.

ASIE (sans U.R.S.S.) : ASIA (excl. U.S.S.R.):
Chine : sans la Mandchourie * 1.300 ... ... China: excluding Manchuria.
Chine Mandchourie. . .. 980 1.098 ... China Manchuria.
Coree .......... 376 523 ... Korea.
Etats Malais non federes . . 699 779 1.154 Unfederated Malay States.
Inde (britannique) .... 1.780 1.248 ... India.
Japon .......... 227 321 ... Japan.

U.R.S.S ........... 12.048 14.517 21.700 U.S.S.R.

EUROPE (sans l'U.R.S.S.) : EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Allemagne: Germany:

Mineral de fer .. . .. 1.319 2.535 4 Iron Ore.
Mineral de Fe-Mn 3 . .. 21 57 4.680 Fe-Mn Ore. 3

Autriche 4 ....... 307 267 464 Austria. 4
Belgique . . . . . .. 93 106 ... Belgium.
Espagne ......... 1.760 1.815 1.970 Spain. 5

France .. . ..... 27.600 30.244 32.000 France.
Grece .......... . 46 85 ... Greece.
Hongrie .......... 53 50 50 Hungary.
Italie 6 . . ........ 427 526 502 Italy. 
Luxembourg .... . . . 3.213 3.362 3.828 Luxemburg.
Norvege ......... 374 474 ... Norway.
Pologne ... .. .... 77 161 247 Poland.
Portugal ......... . 5 3 Portugal.
Roumanie ........ . 8 11 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ....... 7.446 7.581 ... United Kingdom.
Suede .......... . 3.299 2.699 5.253 Sweden.
Tchecoslovaquie :Czechoslovakia:

Minerai de fer ...... 602 429 ... Iron Ore.
Mineral de Fe-Mn 6 . . . 33 17 Fe-Mn Ore. a

Yougoslavie . ....... 27 52 179 Yugoslavia.

OCEANIE : OCEANIA :
Australie ......... 555 741 ... Australia.
Nouvelle-Zelande. .... - 7 ... New Zealand.

* Estimation ou chiffre provisoire. * Estimate or provisional figure.
Canada, Terre-Neuve et Cuba: expeditions des mines. 1 Canada, Newfoundland and Cuba: shipments from

mines.
2 Etats-Unis: minerai de Fe-Mn: y compris mineral de 2 United States: Fe-Mn ore: includes manganiferous

fer mangandsifere (5-10% Mn) et mineral de manganese iron ore (5-10% Mn) and ferruginous manganese ore
ferrugineux (10-35% Mn). (10-35% Mn).

3 Allemagne : minerai de Fe-Mn: renferme 12-30% Mn. 8 Germany: Fe-Mn ore: containing 12-30 % Mn.
4 Autriche: y compris mineral de manganese. 4 Austria: including manganese ore.
5 Espagne et Italic: y compris une faible quantitd de 5 Spain and Italy: including a small quantity of

minerai de fer manganesifere. manganiferous iron ore.
6 Tchecoslovaquie: minerai de Fe-Mn renfermant 6 Czechoslovakia: Fe-Mn ore containing 17-18% Mn.

17-18% Mn.
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3. PYRITES 3. PYRITES
Production 1932 1933 1934* Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's)

AFRIQUE .......... 25 20 ... AFRICA 

Algerie ....... 22 16 ... Algeria.
Union Sud-Africaine . . .. 3 4 16 Union of South Africa.

AMERIQUE ......... 240 342 449 AMERICA:
Canada ......... 47 53 10 Canada.
Etats-Unis 1 ....... 193 289 439 United States. 1

ASIE (sans U.R.S.S.) . . .. 889 1.118 ... ASIA (excl. U.S.S.R.):
Chypre ........ .. 163 215 ... Cyprus.
Japon .......... 726 903 1.040 Japan.

U.R.S.S. t.. . . . ... ... ... U.S.S.R. t

EUROPE (sans U.R.S.S.) . . . 4.372 4.875 ... EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Allemagne ........ 175 190 ... Germany.
Autriche .... . ...... ... Austria.
Espagne ......... 2.125 2.219 ... Spain.
Finlande ......... 158 173 ... Finland.
France ... ...... 191 169 ... France.
Grace .......... 87 184 ... Greece.
Italie .......... 517 733 812 Italy.
Norv6ge ......... 727 865 ... Norway.
Pologne . . . . . .. . . 1 12 Poland.
Portugal .. ..... . 282 204 219 Portugal.
Roumanie . . . . . . . . 6 14 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ... . . ... . United Kingdom.
Suede ..... . 72 86 101 Sweden.
Tchecoslovaquie ... ... 16 15 18 Czechoslovakia.
Yougoslavie ...... . 16 21 23 Yugoslavia.

Total (sans U.R.S.S.) .. .. 5.530 6.350 ... Total (excluding U.S.S.R.).

* Estimation ou chiffre provisoire. * Estimate or provisional figure.
t Pays non compris dans les totaux. t Country not included in the totals.

Note. - Les pyrites de fer (FeS2) contiennent A l'etat Note. - Pure iron pyrites (FeS2) contains 46.6% of
pur 46,6 % de fer et 53,4 % de soufre. Dans certains iron and 53.4 % of sulphur. In some countries, especially
pays et tout specialement en Espagne, les pyrites de fer in Spain, pyrites are sometimes mixed up with copper;
se trouvent parfois melanges avec du cuivre, d'ot l'appel- hence the denomination " copper pyrites ".
lation a pyrites de cuivre I.

1 Etats-Unis: y compris des concentres de pyrites et 1 United States: including pyrites concentrates and
des rdsidus provenant du traitement de minerai de zinc. tailings from zinc operations.

10 A
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4. MINERAI DE MANGANESE 4. MANGANESE ORE
Production 1932 1933 1934* Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE: AFRICA:
Alg6rie (E.) ...... 0,7 2,4 3,1 Algeria (E.).
C6te de l'Or (E.) .... 51,5 269,4 344,8 Gold Coast (E.).
Egypte .......... 0,3 0,2 1,0 Egypt.
Maroc franqais ... 4,0 4,8 7,3 French Morocco.
Rhod6sie du Nord . . . - 5,5 2,1 Northern Rhodesia.
Tunisie .......... -- ... Tunis.
Union Sud-Africaine . . . 21,2 65,5 Union of South Africa.

AM1RIQUE DU NORD: NORTH AMERICA:
Canada . . . . .. . -- Canada.
Etats-Unis . .. .. . 18,1 18,9 26,9 United States.

AM]:RIQUE CENTRALE: CARIBBEAN:
Cuba (E.) ........ 19,2 ... ... Cuba (E.).
Mexique .. . . . ... 0,3 ... ... Mexico.
Porto-Rico (E.) .. ... . 2,3 1,7 1,7 Porto Rico (E.).

AMERIQUE DU SUD : SOUTH AMERICA:
Argentine . . ....... 0,3 0,4 ... Argentine.
Bresil (E.) ........ 20,9 24.9 2,3 Brazil (E.).
Chili . .. ......... 0,4 0,8 ... Chile.

ASIE (sans I'U.R.S.S.): ASIA (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Chine .......... (E.) 20,7 (E.) 9,6 ... China.
Etats malais non federes . 9,4 13,4 18,9 Unfederated Malay States.
Inde (britannique) .... 216,0 221,8 ... India.
Indes neerlandaises . . 8,3 10,4 11,6 Netherlands Indies.
Inde portugaise ...... 3,6 ... ... Portuguese India.
Japon .......... 26,2 43,6 55,5 Japan.

U.R.S.S . ......... 833 1.040 ... U.S.S.R.

EUROPE (sans I'U.R.S.S.) : EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Allemagne ........ 0,6 ... Germany.
Autriche 2 . ....... 6,6 5,5 ... Austria. 2

Bulgarie ......... .- Bulgaria.
Espagne ......... 2,6 2,8 ... Spain.
France .. ... France. q
Grece .. ....... 0,7 1,6 ... Greece.
Hongrie ..... . . . . 1,5 6,2 ... Hungary.
Italie .......... 0,4 4,5 6,9 Italy.
Portugal ..... ... ... Portugal.
Roumanie ........ 5,1 2,8 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ....... .United Kingdom.
Suede ..... . .. .. 4,7 6,2 6,3 Sweden.
Turquie ...... . .. 2,8 7,7 * ... Turkey.
Yougoslavie ....... 0,2 0,5 1,1 Yugoslavia.

OCPANIE (Austialie) ..... 0,1 0,1 .. OCEANIA (Australia).

Note. - Ce tableau se rif're L la production des minerais Note. - This table refers to the production of high-
de manganese riches, renfermant 30 % on plus de man- grade manganese ore containing 30% or more of manga-
ganbse. nese.

* Estimations ou chiffres provisoires. * Estimates or provisional figures.
(E.) Exportations. (E.) Exports.
1 Etats-Unis: quantites expddiees par les mines ; non 1 United States: shipments, excluding ore containing

compris le minerai contenant 10-35 % Mn, inclus avec 10-35% Mn, which is included with Fe-Mn ore (Table 2)
mineral de Fe-Mn. (tableau 2), et dont la production s'est and which amounted in 1933 to 12,984 and in 1934 to
6levde, en 1933, a 12.984 et en 1934 h environ 17.000 tonnes. about 17,000 metric tons.

2 Autriche: contenu en manganese des minerais de 2 Austria: manganese content of manganese ore and
manganese et de fer manganesif/re. manganiferous iron ore.

8 France: minerai de manganese renfermant un peu s France: manganese ore containing somewhat less
moins de 30 % de manganese. than 30% of manganese.
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5. FONTE ET FERRO- . PIG-IRON AND FERRO-
ALLIAGES 932 1933 1934 ALLOYS

Production Production
en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE (Union Sud-Africaine) 15 26 130 AFRICA (Union of South Africa).

AMPRIQUE DU NORD .. .. 9.085 13.822 16.846 NORTH AMERICA:
Canada .......... 163 262 448 Canada.
Etats-Unis . ..... . 8.922 13,560 16.398 United States.

AMiRIQUE CENTRALE (Mexique) 20 27 ... CARIBBEAN (Mexico).

AM1.RIQUE DU SUD (Br6sil) . . 29 47 57 SOUTH AMERICA (Brazil).

ASIE (sans I'U.R.S.S.) . . . 2.610 3.250 3.900 ASIA (excluding U.S.S.R.):

Chine: sans la Mandchourie. 115 ... ... China : excluding Manchuria.
Mandchourie ...... . 368 434 468 Manchuria.
Coree .......... 162 162 ... Korea.
Inde (britannique)..... 928 1.083 1.342 India.
Japon .......... 1.037 1.457 1.950' Japan.

U.R.S.S. . ........ 6.173 7.128 10.400 U.S.S.R.

EUROPE (sans l'U.R.S.S.) . . 21.414 24.706 30.880 EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Allemagne . ....... 3.932 5.267 8.742 Germany.
Autriche ......... 94 88 134 Austria.
Belgique . . . ...... 2.749 2.745 2.907 Belgium.
Espagne ......... 301 339 344 Spain.
Finlande . . . .... 14 12 ... Finland.
France .... .. . 5.537 6.359 6.155 France.
Hongrie. . . . .... 66 93 140 Hungary.
Italie .......... 495 567 581 Italy.
Luxembourg ....... 1.960 1.888 1.955 Luxemburg.
Norvbge ......... 103 113 ... Norway.
Pays-Bas . ........ 233 258 ... Netherlands.
Pologne ... . . . . . 199 306 382 Poland.
Roumanie .. ...... 9 1 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ....... 3.631 4.202 6.074 United Kingdom.

Sarre ...... ..... 1.349 1.592 1.826 Saar.
Suede .. ....... 282 346 558 Sweden.
Tchecoslovaquie ..... 450 499 600 Czechoslovakia.
Yougoslavie ...... . 10 31 33 Yugoslavia.

OCEANIE .. . ..... 193 345 ... OCEANIA:
Australie ........ . 193 342 495 Australia.
Nouvelle-Zelande .. . . 3 .. New Zealand.

MONDE ENTIER . ... . 39.540 49.350 62.750 WORLD.

'Y compris Coree. ' Including Korea.
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6. MINERAI D'ITAIN: 6. TIN ORE:
Contenu en mdtal. 131933 1934 Metal Content.

Production Production
en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE . ........ 6,0 6,4 110 AFRICA:
Congo beige ....... 0,7 1,9 4,5 Belgian Congo.
Nigeria . ... ..... 4,3 3,5 5,4 Nigeria.
Ouganda ......... 0,3 0,3 ... Uganda.
Sud-Ouest africain .. .. 0,1 0,1 ... South West Africa.
Swaziland . ....... 0,1 0,1 ... Swaziland.
Union Sud-Africaine. . .. . 0 0,5 0,5 0,6 Union of South Africa.

AMARIQUE CENTRALE (Mexique) 0,8 0,1 - CARIBBEAN (Mexico).

AMtRIQUE DU SUD ..... 21,0 14,8 23,3 SOUTH AMERICA:
Bolivie (E.) ........ 20,9 14,7 23,2 Bolivia (E.).
Autres pays ....... . 0,1 0,1 0,1 Other countries.

ASIE ............ 68,3 61,4 82,3 ASIA:
Chine ........... 7,1 7,7 7,7 China.
Etats Malais federes .... 27,3 23,0 36,6 Federated Malay States.
Etats Malais non federes . 1,3 0,9 1,4 Unfederated Malay States.
Inde (britannique)..... 3,2 3,5 3,4 India.
Indes neerlandaises .... 17,1 12,8 20,0 Netherlands Indies.
Indochine francaise ... .1,0 1,1 1,2 French Indo-China.
Japon .......... 1,9 1,9 1,7 Japan.
Siam . .......... 9,4 10,5 10,3 Siam.

EUROPE. . ....... 1,9 2,3 ... EUROPE:
Allemagne ........ - -- ... Germany.
Espagne ... .... 0,1 0,2 ... Spain.
Portugal . .... . 0,4 0,5 0,6 Portugal.
Royaume-Uni ... .... 1,4 1,6 2,0 United Kingdom.

OC.ANIE (Australie) ...... 2,2 2,9 2,7 OCEANIA (Australia).

MONDE ENTIER ....... 100,0 88,0 122,0 WORLD.

(E.) Exportation. (E.) Exports.

7. ITAIN 7. TIN
Production de fonderie 1932 1933 1934 Smelter production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

ASIE ........... 65,9 72,4 70,0 ASIA :
Chine . . ........ 8,0 * 7,7 * ... China.
Indes neerlandaises (E.) . 8,2 8,9 10,7 Netherlands Indies (E.).
Indochine francaise .. . - |. French Indo-China.
Japon .... .... 1,0 1,0 1,1 Japan.
Malaisie britannique (E.) . 48,7 54,8 51,0 British Malaya (E.). 2
Siam (E.) 3 .... .. ... Siam (E.). 3

EUROPE * .. ..... . 37,1 31,2 49,0 EUROPE. *
Allemagne .. .... . 3,0 4,5 ... Germany.
Belgique * ........ 0,8 2,7 ... Belgium. *
France .. ...... . 0,2 0,1 ... France.
Italie . . . . . . . . . 0,2 Italy.Italie. -- 0,2 Italy.
Norvege .. ..... . 0,2 0,2 ... Norway.
Pays-Bas .. ..... . 3,8 5,1 13,6 Netherlands.
Portugal ......... 0,1 0,1 Portugal.
Royaume-Uni * ...... 29,0 18,5 26,9 United Kingdom. *

OCgANIE (Australie) . .. .. 2,0 2,4 ... OCEANIA (Australia).

Total * ......... 105,0 106,0 122,0 Total. *

* Estimation ou chiffre provisoire. (E.) Exportation. " Estimated or provisional figures. (E.) Exports.
1 Asie: Il n'est pas possible d'avoir des donndes sur ' Asia: figures of actual smelter production are not

la production reelle de fonderie dans tous les pays asia- obtainable for all Asiatic countries. Most of the ore is
tiques. La plus grande partie du mineral est fondue & smelted at Singapore and re-exported as tin bars.
Singapour et reexportee sous forme de barres d'etain.

2 Malaisie britannique: la production, calculde sur la 2 Br. Malaya: the production, calculated on the basis
base de l'exportation plus la difference entre l'etat des of exports plus the difference between carry-over at end
stocks h la fin et au commencement de l'annee, a et6 and beginning of the year, was, in metric tons (000's),
(en milliers de tonnes): 1929: 107,2; 1930: 98,5; 1931 : as follows: 1929: 107.2; 1930: 98.5; 1931 : 88.9;
88,9; 1932: 50,7; 1933: 47,7. 1932: 50.7 ; 1933: 47.7.

8 Siam : exportations moins les importations. 3 Siam: exports less imports.
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8. TUNGSTONE ET VANADIUM 1932 1933 1934 8. TUNGSTEN AND VANADIUM
En milliers de tonnes m6triques Metric tons (000's)

Tungstene (conc. 60 % WOo) Tungsten (cone. 60 % W0 3):

Argentine . . . . . . - 0,04 0,06 Argentine.
Australie ........ 0,05 0,05 0,08 Australia.

Bolivie .......... 0,7 0,2 0,4 Bolivia.

Chine .. ....... 2,1 6,1 5,1 China.
Espagne .. ...... 0,04 0,07 0,1 Spain.

Etats Malais federes . . . 0,4 1,2 1,9 Federated Malay States.

Etats Malais non federes . . 0,03 0,1 0,2 Unfederated Malay States.

Etats-Unis d'Amerique . . . 0,4 0,8 1,9 United States of America.

France . .... . . . 0,01 0,01 0,02 France.
Inde (britannique) . .... 2,2 4,3 5,8 India.

Indochine francaise .... 0,1 0,2 0,1 French Indo-China.
Japon et colonies ... 0, 0,1 0,2 Japan and colonies.
Mexique .. . .. . . 0,01 0,03 0,03 Mexico.

Perou ...... . . . 0,03 0,03 ... Peru.
Portugal .. ...... 0,05 0,05 ... Portugal.

Rhodesie du Sud ..... 0,01 0,03 ... Southern Rhodesia.

Royaume-Uni ....... 0,1 0,1 0,2 United Kingdom.

Siam ........... 0,03 0,03 0,05 Siam.

Monde entier ...... 6,0 14,0 17,0 World.

Vanadium (minerais): Vanadium (Ores) :

Rhodesie du Nord 2 . . . 1,6 0,1 ... Northern Rhodesia. 2

Sud-Ouest africain. ..... 3,0 0,2 ... South West Africa.

1 Les minerais de vanadium sont aussi extraits aux 1 Vanadium ores are also produced in the United States
Etats-Unis et en France (1931, 84 tonnes). and in France (1931, 84 metric tons).

2 Oxyde et concentres. 2 Oxide and concentrates.

9. MOLYBDENE 9. MOLYBDENUM
(minerai: contenu en Mo) 1932 1933 .934 (ore: Mo content).
En milliers de tonnes m6triques Metric tons (000's)

Etats-Unis d'Amerique. . . 1,1 2,6 4,2 United States of America.

Maroc franqais ...... 0,1 0,1 French Morocco.

Mexique . . ...... . 0,1 0,5 Mexico.

Norvege . . . . . 02 0,2 0,2 Norway.

Monde entier ...... 1,3 3,0 5,0 World.

10. TITANIUM (MINERAIS DE) 1932 1933 1934 10. TITANIUM (ORES) 
En milliers de tonnes Metric tons (000's)

A. Ilmenite: A. Ilmenite:

Australie ...... . . . 0,6 ... Australia.

Bresil .......... 0,04 ... ... Brazil. 2

Etats-Unis d'Amerique. . . 3 3 United States of America.

Inde (britannique) . .. 50,8 44,1 ... India. 

Norvege . ..... .. 13,5 23,2 ... Norway. 

B. Rutile: B. Rutile:

Etats-Unis d'Amerique. . . 3 3 United States of America.

Norvege 0 ........ 0,03 0,1 ... Norway. 6

1 En plus des pays mentionnes ci-dessus, les pays sui- 1 In addition to the countries listed above, the following
vants ont produit de l'ilmenite en 1931: produced ilmenite in 1931:
Afrique Occiden-

tale franCaise . 1.074 tonnes metriques (47 % Ti 02) French West Africa . . 1,074 metric tons (47 % Ti 02).
Canada . . 1.369 » , (18-25% Ti 0,) Canada ....... 1,369 ,, , (18-25% Ti O3).
Portugal . . . . 152 ,, » (50% Ti O2) Portugal . . .. .. 152 ,, ,, (50% Ti 03).

2 Exportations. 2 Exports.
8 Les chiffres ne sont pas disponibles, mais la production Figures not available but production is stated to

de ces dernieres annees est estimee a environ 1.000 a have been in recent years, from 1,000 to 5,000 tons of
5.000 tonnes d'ilmenite et a plusieurs centaines de tonnes ilmenite and several hundred tons of rutile.
de rutile.

4 Contenu en Ti 02 54 % en 1931. 4 Ti 03 content 54% in 1931.
5 Contenu en Ti 0,2 44 %. 5 Ti 02 content 44%.
6 Contenu en Ti 02 90-93 %. Ti O3 content 90-93%.
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LISTE II. LIST II.

11. ALUMINIUM 11. ALUMINIUM
Production estim6e de fonderie 1932 1933 1934 * Estimated smelter production
en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AMP1RIQUE DU NORD * . . .. 65,4 54,8 49,1 NORTH AMERICA. *
Canada '. ........ 17,8 16,2 15,5 Canada. 
Etats-Unis .. . 47,6 38,6 33,6 United States.

U.R.S.S. .......... 0,9 4,4 14,4 U.S.S.R.

EUROPE (sans I'U.R.S.S.) . . 86,6 81,9 105,3 EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Allemagne ........ 19,0 18,4 37,2 Germany.
Autriche . . . . . . . . . 2,1 2,0 2,1 Austria.
Espagne . . . . . ... 1,2 1,2 1,2 Spain.
France ........ . 14,4 14,3 16,3 France.
Italie ........ . 13,4 12,1 12,8 Italy.
Norvbge . ........ 17,8 15,4 15,5 Norway.
Royaume-Uni . .. . . 10,2 11,0 12,5 United Kingdom.
Suisse ............. 8,5 7,5 8,1 Switzerland.

MONDE ENTIER . . . .. .. 152,9 141,1 168,8 WORLD.

* Estimation. * Estimate.
'Canada: comme il n'existe qu'un seul producteur Canada: as there is only one Canadian producer of

canadien d'aluminium, il n'est pas publid de chiffres aluminium, no official production figures are published.
officiels de production. Les estimations disponibles varient The available estimates vary within comparatively wide
dans des limites comparativement assez larges. limits.

12. BAUXITE 12. BAUXITE
Production 1932 1933 1934 Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AMERIQUE DU NORD : NORTH AMERICA:
Etats-Unis ........ 97,9 156,7 160,4 United States.

AMLRIQUE DU SUD : SOUTH AMERICA:
Guyane britannique . . 84,8 42,0 ... British Guiana.
Surinam (E.) . ...... 126,5 104,0 ... Surinam (E.).

ASIE : ASIA:
Inde (britannique) ..... 4,5 1,1 ... India.

EUROPE : EUROPE:
Allemagne ........ 1,6 ... ... Germany.
Autriche ......... . . ... Austria.
Bulgarie ......... 2,8 2,7 2,2 Bulgaria.
Espagne ......... 1,3 2,5 ... Spain.
France .......... 401,4 490,5 528,4 France.
Grece ........... 0,6 - ... Greece.
Hongrie. ......... 111,6 72,4 ... Hungary.
Italic .......... 86,6 94,8 131,3 Italy.
Roumanie. ........ 0,6 1,2 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ....... 1,5 0,7 ... United Kingdom.
Yougoslavie ........ 67,1 80,9 85,6 Yugoslavia.
U.R.S.S. ......... 37,0 51,0 ... U.S.S.R.

OCEANIE : OCEANIA 
Australie ......... 0,7 ... Australia.

(E.) Exportation. (E.) Exports.
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13. FONTE DE FER 13. PIG-IRON

(voir NO 5: Fonte et ferro-alliages) (see No. : Pig-iron and ferro-alloys)

14. ACIER (Lingots et moulages)93 14. STEEL (Ingots and Castings)
Production Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE (Union Sud-Africaine) 43 9 ... AFRICA (Union of South Africa).

AMt:RIQUE DU NORD ..... 14.246 24.022 27.244 NORTH AMERICA:

Canada .......... 345 417 771 Canada.
Etats-Unis ....... . 13.901 23.605 26.473 United States.

AMIRIQUE CENTRALE (Mexique) 58 76 ... CARIBBEAN (Mexico).

AMeRIQUE DU SUD (Br6sil) . . 48 53 62 SOUTH AMERICA (Brazil).

ASIE (sans 1'U.R.S.S.) .... 3.035 3.990 4.650 ASIA (excluding U.S.S.R.):

Chine .......... ... ... ... China.
Inde (britannique). .... 579 705 813 India.
Japon ....... ... 2.441 3.257 3.810 Japan.

U.R.SS.S .......... 5.922 6.835 9.600 U.S.S.R.

EUROPE (sans l'U.R.S.S.) . . 27.100 32.760 39.800 EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):

Allemagne ...... . . 5.624 7.586 11.886 Germany.
Autriche . ....... 208 229 313 Austria.
Belgique ......... 2.790 2.731 2.948 Belgium.
Espagne . . . . ... 532 507 509 Spain.
Finlande ......... 35 36 ... Finland.

France ......... . 5.638 6.576 6.147 France.
Hongrie ....... . . 180 228 315 Hungary.
Italie .......... 1.396 1.771 1.832 Italy.
Luxembourg ....... 1.956 1.845 1.932 Luxemburg.
Norvg-. Norvge .way.
Pologne ......... 564 833 856 Poland.
Roumanie ........ 103 145 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ....... 5.346 7.137 9.002 United Kingdom.
Sarre ........... 1.463 1.671 1.944 Saar.
Suede .......... 528 630 861 Sweden.
Tchecoslovaquie ...... 671 734 953 Czechoslovakia.
Yougoslavie ..... ... ..... Yugoslavia.

OCfANIE (Australie) . . ... 225 399 475 OCEANIA (Australia).

MONDE ENTIER . ..... 50.680 68.150 81.950 WORLD.
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15. MAGNESIUM 1932 1933 1934 15. MAGNESIUM
En milliers de tonnes m6triques Metric tons (0's)

Magn6sium: Magnesium:
Des statistiques de la pro- Comprehensive production

duction ne sont pas dispo- statistics are not available,
nibles, mais la production but world output has been
mondiale a ete estimee entre estimated at 30,000 to 35,000
30.000 et 35.000 tonnes par tons annually. The United
an. Les Etats-Unis d'Ameri- States of America produced
que ont produit 1.927 tonnes 1,927 metric tons in 1934
en 1934 (631 tonnes en 1933) (631 m.t. in 1933), and the
et le Royaume-Uni, l'Alle- United Kingdom, Germany
magne et le Japon (180 tonnes and Japan (180 tons in 1934)
en 1934) sont aussi des pays are also producers. See also
producteurs. Voir aussi ((ma- " magnesite " below.
gnesite ».

Magnesite Magnesite:
Australie ......... 5,5 9,9 ... Australia.
Autriche . ...... . 134,4 164,3 258,4 Austria.
Canada ........ 2,8 ... ... Canada.
Etats-Unis d'Amerique .. . 34,9 108,2 101,0 United States of America.
Grece .......... 44,7 ... ... Greece.
Inde (britannique) . ... 14,1 15,4 ... India.
Italie ........ 0,5 2,2 1,5 Italy.
Norvege ........ 1,3 2,0 ... Norway.
Tch6coslovaquie ..... 34,0 40,5 ... Czechoslovakia. 
Turquie . ......... 0,3 1,0 ... Turkey.
Union Sud-Africaine . . . 1,4 1,5 2,0 Union of South Africa.
U.R.S.S ......... 334,5 367,7 ... U.S.S.R.
Yougoslavie ....... 33,3 ... ... Yugoslavia.

Total 2......... . 641,6 . ... ... Total. 2

Exportations, moins les importations. 1 Exports less imports.
2 Non compris la production des pays pour lesquels il 2 Excluding production in countries for which produc-

n'existe pas de statistiques et non compris la Chine (der- tion statistics are not available, and excluding China
niers chiffres disponibles 29.842 tonnes en 1930). (last figure available 1930, 29,842 metric tons).

16. NICKEL 16. NICKEL
Production 1932 1933 1934 * Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AMEIRIQUE DU NORD . .... . 14,0 37,9 ... NORTH AMERICA:
Canada 1 ......... 13,8 37,8 58,4 Canada. '
Etats-Unis 2 ....... 0,2 0,1 ... United States. 2

ASIE (Inde britannique)3 . . 0,9 1,0 1,2 ASIA (India). 3

U.R.S.S. .......... - 0,9 U.S.S.R.

EUROPE 4 .......... 2,0 2,4 * ... EUROPE: 
Grace .......... 1,0 1,4 * ... Greece. 
Norvege 2 ......... 1,0 1,0 ... Norway. 5

OC1:ANIE (Nouvelle-Caledonie) 6 2,6 * 4,1 * ... OCEANIA (New Caledonia). 6

MONDE ENTIER .... ... 19,5 * 45,4 * 68,0 WORLD.

· Estimation. * Estimate.
1 Canada: nickel provenant des minerais indigenes. 1 Canada: nickel obtained from domestic ore.
2 Etats-Unis: nickel obtenu comme co-produit dans 2 United States: nickel obtained as a by-product in

le raffinage electrolytique du cuivre. the electrolytic refining of copper.
8 Inde (brit.) : metal contenu dans les mattes obtenues 3 India: metal content of nickel speiss obtained as a

comme co produits dans la fonte des minerais. by-product in smelting operations.
Europe: non compris le nickel obtenu des mattes 4 Europe: excluding nickel obtained from imported

import'es, du vieux metal, ou du raffinage dlectrolytique matte, old metal, or electrolytic refining of copper.
du cuivre.

5 Grece et Norvege: contenu en nickel du minerai 6 Greece and Norway: nickel content of ore mined.
extrait.

6 Nouvelle-Caledonie: nickel contenu dans les mattes 6 New Caledonia: nickel contained in the matte
provenant de la fonte des minerals indigenes. smelted from domestic ore.
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17. NITRATE DJE SOUDE 17. NITRATE OF SODA (NaNO3 )
(NaNO 3) AND :NITRATE OF LIME

ET NITRATE DE CHAUX 1932 1933 1934 (C(NO
(Ca(N0 3).) 
Production Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

Nitrate de soude: Nitrate of Soda:

Egypte . . . . . . . ... 1,6 ...... Egypt.

Chili . . . . . . . .... 694 443 ... Chile.

Etats-Unis *...... . 497 ... United States. *

Allemagne r.* . ... .. . ? ? ? Germany. '
*

France .......... 10 * ... 8 4 a France.

Italic .......... 0,5 12,3 18 Italy.

Norvege ......... 87 2 51 2 39 Norway.

Pologne . ......... 7,1 7,6 6,4 Poland.

Nitrate de ehaux: Nitrate of Lime:

Allemagne .. ... ... ? ? ? Germany.
France .......... 81 1-10* 130 a France.
Italie .......... 65 77 94 Italy.
Norvege ......... 2832 314 2 314 2 Norway.

Pologne . ......... 32 31 35 Poland.
Tchecoslovaquie ...... 21 17 22 Czechoslovakia.

Note. - A l'exception du salpetre du Chili et de Note. - With the exception of the Chilian and Egyptian
*l'Egypte (nitrate de soude), tous les nitrates donn6s dans nitrate (saltpetre), all the nitrates given in the table are
le tableau sont synthetiques. Les nitrates synthetiques synthetic. Synthetic nitrates are produced in various
sont produits dans plusieurs autres pays, sans que les other countries, -for which data are not available, such
donnees y relatives soient disponibles, tels que le Royaume- as the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Belgium
Uni, les Pays-Bas et la Belgique en ce qui concerne le as regards nitrate of soda, and Switzerland and the
nitrate de soude, et la Suisse et les Pays-Bas en ce qui Netherlands as regards nitrate of lime. The estimated
concerne le nitrate de chaux. La production totale estimde total output of nitrogenous products is shown in Table 19.
de produits azot6s est donnee au tableau 19. The approximate nitrogen content of the various

Le contenu approximatif en azote des divers nitrates nitrates is as follows: Chilian nitrate 15.5-16%; German,
est le suivant : le nitrate du Chili, 15,5-16 % ; les nitrates Norwegian and Polish nitrate of soda 16% ; German,
de soude allemands, norvegiens et polonais, 16 % ; nitrate Polish and Czechoslovak nitrate of lime 15.5% ; Nor-
de chaux allemand, polonais et tchecoslovaque, 15,5 %; wegian nitrate of lime, until 1929, 13% ; in 1929 a small
nitrate de chaux norv6gien, jusqu'a 1929, 13 %, en 1929 proportion of 15.5% and since 1930 chiefly 15.5%.
aussi une faible partie a 15,5 % et depuis 1930 surtout,
15,5 %.

· Estimations ou chiffres provisoires. * Estimates or provisional figures.

a Ann6e industrielle finissant le 30 juin. a Industrial year ending June 30th.

Allemagne : donnees pas disponibles. Germany : data not available.
2 Norvege : les chiffres pour les annees finissant le 30 Norway : the figures for years ending June 30th

juin ont ete les suivants : Nitrate de soude : 1932: 55; were as follows : Nitrate of soda : 1932: 55; 1933 : 83.
1933 : 83. Nitrate de chaux : 1932: 297 ; 1933: 349. Nitrate of lime: 1932: 297 ; 1933 : 349.

18. CYANAMIDE DE CALCIUM 18. CALCIUM CYANAIMIDE

( Ca CN2 ) 1932 1 933 1934 (Ca C 2)
Produc tion Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AMRIQUE DU NORD (Canada). 78 40 73 a NORTH AMERICA (Canada).

AsiE (Japon) A ...... 181 ... ... A ASIA (Japan). 2

B *...... (92) (155) (135) B *

-EUROPE" .......... 585 700 EUROPE:"

Allemagne" ........ 344 404 ... Germany.
Belgique ......... 12 10 ... Belgium.
France. ......... 42 45 France.
Italie .......... 82 137 146 Italy.
Norvege ......... 26 20 31 Norway.

Pologne ......... 11 10 33 Poland.

Roumanie Roumania.

Suede .... . .. . . . . Sweden.

11 A
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19. PRODUCTION ET 19. WORLD PRODUCTION
CONSOMMATION MONDIALE 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 AND CONSUMPTION OF

D'AZOTE NITROGEN
Milliers de tonnes m6triques Metric tons (000's omitted)

PRODUCTION : PRODUCTION:
Sulfate d'ammoniaque . .. 823,9 817,7 846,2 Sulphate of ammonia.

Sous-produits ..... . 301,7 257,7 305,9 By-products.
Synthetiques ...... 522,2 560,0 540,3 Synthetic.

Cyanamide de calcium . .. 134,6 168,5 192,4 Calcium cyanamide.
Nitrate de chaux ..... 78,9 118,2 106,0 Nitrate of lime.
Nitrate du Chili . ..... 170,0 70,8 85,2 Chile nitrate.
Autres formes d'azote . . . 377,8 501,7 556,9 Other forms of nitrogen.

Sous-produits ...... 30,0 39,6 45,0 By-products.
Synthetiques. . ..... 347,8 462,1 511,9 Synthetic.

Production totale . . . 1.585,2 1.676,9 1.786,8 Total production.

CONSOMIATION : CONSUMPTION ;
Azote fabriqu6 ... . . 1.417,1 1.619,7 1.700,9 Manufactured nitrogen.
Nitrate du Chili...... 138,2 127,2 161,2 Chile nitrate.

Consommation totale . . 1.555,3 1.746,9 1.862,1 Total consumption.

Dont - Pour l'agriculture 1.412,0 1.586,0 1.663,0 Of which - agricultural.

Source : Federation britannique des producteurs de sulfate d'ammoniaque. - British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation.
Note. - Le tableau ci-dessus, qui se r6efre aux annees Note. - The above table, referring to fertiliser years

finissant le 30 juin, indique le contenu estim6 en azote ending on June 30th, shows the estimated content in
pur de tous les produits azotes employds comme engrais terms of pure nitrogen of all nitrogen products, whether
ou dans des buts industriels. Comme on ne dispose pas utilised as fertilisers or for industrial purposes. As for
de donnees suffisantes pour plusieurs pays producteurs, several producing countries sufficient data are not avail-
les chiffres reprdsentent en partie des evaluations approxi- able, the above figures are in part conjectural.
matives.

20. CAOUTCHOUC (BRUT) 20. RUBBER (CRUDE)
Expeditions 1932 1933 1934 Shipments

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's omitted)

AFRIQUE .... ... . . . 2 2 3 AFRICA.

AMERIQUE CENTRALE (Mexique) - CARIBBEAN (Mexico).

AMI:RIQUE DU SUD .. ... 10 9 SOUTH AMERICA.

ASIE ............ 711 850 1.018 ASIA :
Borneo britannique . ... 13 19 29 British Borneo.
Ceylan .......... 50 65 80 Ceylon.
Inde britannique ..... . 4 5 12 India.
Indes neerlandaises ..... 214 285 384 Netherlands Indies.
Indochine frangaise ..... 14 16 20 French Indo-China.
Malaisie britannique .... 413 453 475 British Malaya.
Siam . . ......... 3 7 18 Siam.

OCGEANIE et Philippines. . . . . OCEANIA and Philippines.

MONDE ENTIER ....... 721 863 1.031 WORLD.
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21. LAINE 21. WOOL
Production 1932 1933 1934 Production

en milliers de tonnes m6triques in metric tons (000's)

AFRIQUE . ......... 192,9 172,0 142,0 AFRICA:

Algerie .......... 17,8 17,8 18,1 Algeria.
Bassoutoland (E.) ..... 5,4 4,5 ... Basutoland (E.).
Egypte (E.) ....... 0,9 1,6 2,4 Egypt (E.).
Maroc frangais. . ..... . 12,0 12,2 12,8 French Morocco.
Soudan franfais (E.). ... i 0,1 0,2 ... French Sudan (E.).
Tunisie ...... 4,7 4,9 5,0 Tunis.
Union Sud-Africaine . . .. 149,7 128,8 96,6 Union of South Africa.
Autres pays .... ......... ... Other countries.

AM1tRIQUE DU NORD . . ... 206,7 213,1 207,8 NORTH AMERICA:

Canada ......... . 9,3 8,7 8,9 Canada.
Etats-Unis ... . . . .. 197,3 204,3 198,8 United States.
Terre-Neuve ....... 0,1 0,1 0,1 Newfoundland.

AMtRIQUE CENTRALE (Mexique) 2,5 2,5 2,5 CARIBBEAN (Mexico).
AMIRIQUE DU SUD ..... . 272,0 266,0 276,0 SOUTH AMERICA :

Argentine ......... 176,0 174,6 174,6 Argentine.
Bolivie . ........ ... ... ... Bolivia.
Brsil. ..... ... ... Brazil.
Chili ........... 15,4 15,4 15,4 Chile.
Equateur .......... 0,7 0,7 0,7 Ecuador.
lies Falkland (E.) ..... 1,8 1,8 ... Falkland Islands (E.).
Paraguay (E.) ....... ... ... ... Paraguay (E.).
Perou .......... 7 ,5 7,5 7,5 Peru.
Uruguay ......... 54,4 49,9 59,0 Uruguay.

ASIE (sans I'U.R.S.S.) . . .. 101,0 113,0 ... ASIA (excluding U.S.S.R.):
Af ghanistan ........ 6,8 6,8 6,8 Afghanistan.
Chine (E.) . ...... . 13,5 27,8 39,5 China (E.).
Chypre .......... 0,3 0,5 ... Cyprus.
Inde (britannique) ..... 45,4 45,4 45,4 India.
Irak ........... 7,5 6,3 ... Iraq.
Iran . .......... ... ... ... Iran.
Palestine. ......... 0,5 ... ... Palestine.
Syrie et Liban ...... 4,7 3,8 5,4 Syria and Lebanon.

U.R.S.S. ........... 64,4 62,6 63,5 U.S.S.R.
EUROPE (sans I'U.R.S.S.) .. . 243,2 244,0 ... EUROPE (excluding U.S.S.R.):

Albanie ......... 22,0 ... ... Albania.
Allemagne. ........ 14,3 14,2 14,6 Germany.
Autriche ......... 0, 0,5 0,5 0,5 Austria.
Belgique. ....... . 0,4 0,4 0,4 Belgium.
Bulgarie ......... 9,4 9,5 ... Bulgaria.
Danemark......... 0,5 0,5 0,5 Denmark.
Espagne . . ....... 35,4 35,4 34,0 Spain.
Estonie .......... 0,8 1,0 0,9 Estonia.
Finlande ......... 1,0 0,9 ... Finland.
France .......... 19,6 19,5 19,2 France.
Grace. . ......... 6,7 7,3 ... Greece.
Hongrie. ......... 4,2 3,7 3,8 Hungary.
Irlande, Etat libre..... 8,9 8,9 7,7 Irish Free State.
Islande (E.) ....... 0,5 1,3 ... Iceland (E.).
Italie . ......... 12,0 12,0 ... Italy.
Lettonie.. 16 1,8 ......... 1,6 1,8 Latvia.
Lithuanie .1...... . 1,8 1,8 ... Lithuania.
Norv6ge ....... .. 2,7 2,7 2,6 Norway.
Pays-Bas ......... 1 ,1 1,1... Netherlands.
Pologne. ......... 4,3 4,4 ... Poland.
Portugal......... 2,4 ... ... Portugal.
Roumanie ........ 25,2 25,0 ... Roumania.
Royaume-Uni ... .... 54,0 54,4 51,7 United Kingdom.
Sude .......... 0,8 0,7 ... Sweden.
Suisse .......... 0,3 0,3 0,3 Switzerland.
Tch6coslovaquie ...... 0,7 0,8 ... Czechoslovakia.
Turquie. ......... 18,7 17,6 17,0 Turkey.
Yougoslavie........ 13,4 13,5 13,7 Yugoslavia.

OCtANIE .. ....... 612,4 585,4 595,2 OCEANIA :
Australie . ........ 481,6 449,1 462,7 Australia.
Hawai . ......... -- -- Hawaii.
Nouvelle-Z6lande ..... 130,8 136,3 132,5 New Zealand.

MONDE ENTIER ....... 1.695,0 1.659,0 ... WORLD.

(E.) Exportations. (E.) Exports.




